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Introduction
1.

Having a good choice of how to make payments, in ways that work for everyone, is
important for all of us. Our overall objective is to support cash access which meets the
needs of anyone making payments, including widespread geographic access for UK
consumers who need or want to use it as a payment method.

2.

We have a range of work in train to ensure that people have access to cash in the short
to medium term, and for the longer term. This includes working with other authorities
which have a role to play, to make sure we are all co-ordinated and get the right
outcomes for everyone.

3.

One element of our work is looking at the provision of ATMs. We want to make sure
that there are robust incentives in place for ATM operators so that machines are
provided in the areas where people want or need them.

4.

On 6th June 2019 we published a Call for Views on the structure of LINK interchange
fees. This closed on 5th July 2019 and sought views on:
a. The description and framework for considering the costs of providing ATMs and the
value they provide, including the objectives we set out in this paper.
b. Whether there are any other factors we should take into account when analysing the
incentives to provide ATMs.
c. What incentives and impacts the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements, as
described in the Call for Views paper, have.
d. What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going
forward.

5.

On Friday 26th July, we invited stakeholders to attend a roundtable discussion on the
future structure of LINK interchange fees. This followed our Call for Views on the
structure of LINK interchange fees. Responses to this are published after this
discussion note.

6.

We would like to thank all those that responded to the call for views, and those that
took the time to participate in the roundtable.

7.

This publication provides a summary of a discussion of the roundtable, which was held
under the Chatham House rule.

8.

The summary is set out into two sections: discussion on the impact of existing
arrangements as described in the PSR paper on the ATM network; and discussion on
potential options for delivering appropriate incentives and outcomes.
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Attendees
9.

Attendees at the event represented the following organisations.

British Retail Consortium
Cardtronics
Constantine Cannon LLP
Deloitte
HSBC
Institute for the Faculty of Actuaries
LINK
Lloyds
Mastercard
Nationwide
NoteMachine
RBS
UK Finance
Visa
Vocalink
Which?

Bank of England
Competition and Markets Authority
Financial Conduct Authority
HM Treasury
Payment Systems Regulator

Summary of discussion
Observations on the LINK ATM network and interchange fee structure
10.

The PSR welcomed attendees and outlined the objectives of the roundtable. The PSR
then gave an introduction on the issues which it set out in its Calls for Views on the
structure of LINK interchange fees 1, highlighting two key observations:
•

Cash use is expected to continue to decline, but there is likely to be a significant
number of people using cash for some time.

•

The geographic spread of ATMs is important, but there may need to be a
reduction in the number of free-to-use ATMs to ensure sustainability.

11.

There was general agreement with the PSR’s observations that cash use will decline
(albeit with different views on how fast) and that this will impact the sustainability of
the ATM network.

12.

There was debate on the pace of the decline in the use of cash and the implications for
any steps taken. There was a view that there may be a sharper decline than most
current predictions and that previous forecasts had underestimated the actual decline.
Another view was that the situation was very unpredictable, that a very wide range of
outcomes were all equally plausible and that a system guaranteeing free access to
cash needs to cover both extreme bounds of the potential trend in the use of cash.

1

https://www.psr.org.uk/psr-publications/consultations/cp196-call-for-views-psr-research-cash-access
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Other stakeholders noted that a sharper decline may be triggered by a reduction in
investment by industry.
13.

There was also a discussion as to whether there was a need to maintain a network
with a broad geographic spread. One stakeholder said that, instead, the focus should
be on helping people transition away from using cash and drew a comparison between
the current debate on access to cash and of the transition to decimal currency in 1973,
when fears that vulnerable and elderly would be unable to adapt proved largely
unfounded. HM Treasury noted that the summary of responses to its Call for Evidence
explored the transition away from cash, and set out the government’s commitment to
support digital payments while safeguarding access to cash for those that need it 2.

14.

Another topic that was raised was the optimal spread of free-to-use ATM locations:
•

A view was expressed that the appropriate response was to protect 26,0000
free-to-use ATM locations. However, the analysis of the 26,000 locations would
have to be careful as there may be locations with no ATMs currently that need
one.

•

Some participants doubted whether an analysis of the number of necessary
locations on this granular level would not be possible by any individual
commercial entity as it may not be possible to obtain data outside an its ATM
fleet.

•

There was a discussion regarding the ‘Dutch model’ and its distinction of
protecting ATM locations versus protecting ATMs. One observation was that
this model required all parties to buy into the model. Moreover, a stakeholder
said that the main outcome of the Dutch model was that co-operation and coordination was necessary.

15.

A view was expressed that purely relying on commercial incentives in a declining
market will result in sub-optimal outcomes for consumers as the incentive for operators
is to remove themselves from unviable areas. As a result, the industry needs a central
steer which only the regulatory authorities could provide. Other stakeholders held the
view that a reformed Interchange Fee would be beneficial, but also said that this would
not be a long term fix.

16.

A number of different policies were proposed to ensure that the geographic spread of
ATMs can meet the needs of consumers in the future:
•

One factor that was raised was whether the Interchange Fee should incorporate
some form of indirect subsidy based on geographic zones. It was proposed that
geographical zoning could be used so that the Interchange Fee rates could be
adjusted depending on locality.

•

Views were also expressed that site location could be improved and efficiencies
subsequently made.

2

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment data/file/799548/CfE Cash
Digital Payments Response 020519 vf digicomms.pdf? ga=2.29652351.1774443578.1566563342604225568.1502719931
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•

17.

Another issue that some stakeholders thought was important going forward
was that the proposed solution worked in several years’ time.

There was also a broader discussion regarding potential improvements that could be
made to help ensure that the geographic spread of ATMs can meet the needs of
consumers in the future given the expected decline in cash use:
•

There was a discussion regarding whether there was oversupply of ATMs in
certain areas and undersupply in others, though there were also countering
views that suggested that the existing spread of ATMs is adequate and that the
priority should be maintaining this spread.

•

One stakeholder had commissioned a piece of work with a grocery chain on
resource and cost efficiency with regards to ATMs. They had concluded that the
number of free-to-use ATM locations was a more significant factor for access to
cash than the number of ATMs. They said that site identification could be
improved and efficiencies could be made.

•

Opposing views were expressed regarding whether the cost of servicing rural
ATMs is substantially greater than urban ATMs. However, several participants
agreed that some type of geographic zoning may be required in some areas
where it would not be profitable for an IAD to provide and service an ATM.

•

There was a discussion on economic inequality and the need to prevent ATMs
in areas with relatively higher rates of poverty converting to pay-to-use. It was
suggested that more economic incentives should be provided through the
structure of the Interchange Fee to ATMs in such areas.

•

There was also a discussion that the industry may risk focussing too much on a
relatively small proportion of users at the expense of the majority. This situation
was compared to access to postal services, where a small proportion of users
who did not live near a Post Office were responsible for a large number of
complaints.

Potential options for addressing issues
18.

The PSR enquired whether restructuring the Interchange Fee was the most appropriate
tool to reduce these problems. A range of views were expressed, a number of which,
but not all, supported reforming the structure of the Interchange Fee. Many participants
suggested this should be in conjunction with a variety of other policies, including
retaining LINK’s current Financial Inclusion Policy. One stakeholder said that even if
restructured Interchange Fee was only a short-term fix, it would still buy breathing
room to produce a different long-term solution. Potential approaches suggested
included:
•

A joined-up system in which ATMs, Post Offices and bank branches cooperated to provide widespread access to cash.

•

A geographically zoned Interchange Fee.
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19.

•

A Universal Service Obligation either to ensure that ATMs are geographically
distributed or to ensure effective and reliable ATMs that are always working and
filled and not just on the spread of ATMs. However, other participants disagreed
that this was an issue and said that it was not for the industry to define the
public policy issue of how the market should work.

•

An Interchange Fee for deposit taking ATMs.

•

An examination of the broader issue that the Interchange Fee could not solve
the wider issue of areas where cash acceptance is low, as even if people are
able to withdraw cash from an ATM they will be unable to use it if shops / retail
outlets in that area only accept card payments.

Many agreed that a variety of objectives should be taken into account when setting the
Interchange Fee:
•

Several stakeholders said that protecting consumers and designing a system
around the needs of consumers was paramount. There was a commitment to
providing cash in a sustainable way.

•

Views were expressed that the current distribution of ATMs, and subsequent
access to cash for the public, was adequate at the moment, but that more
action is needed to ensure that the ATM model is sustainable in the future,
given the expected decline in cash use.

•

There was support for LINK’s current Financial Inclusion Programme.

•

It was suggested that cash plays a role in system resilience in case card
payments became inaccessible for short periods of time as a result of IT issues,
for example. This would still require a broad spread of ATMs.

•

The importance of taking into account all the factors which matter to consumers
was also noted. Consumers were not just concerned at the conversion of freeto-use ATMs to pay-to-use and the distance to their nearest ATM, but also
factors such as privacy, reliability and queues.

•

A number of participants agreed that consumer interest and commercial
interest needed to be aligned so that it would be commercially beneficial for
IADs to run ATMs in areas with low numbers of transactions.

20.

There was a discussion as to whether future reform of the Interchange Fee should look
at all transaction processor systems rather than just LINK, with some stakeholders
raising the fact that these processors had the potential to take on a major bank and
grow their market share.

21.

There was also discussion on whether, and to what degree, there are potential cost
efficiency savings that could be made in the LINK system that might help address
pressures:
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•

A participant said that the PSR should examine whether the industry can unlock
cost savings of up to £200m in order to increase the presence of ATMs in
remote locations.

•

One view expressed was that a large proportion of the interchange fee goes
towards balance enquiries and that this created unnecessary costs in the
Interchange Fee.

•

It was suggested that savings could be made by looking at the estates of ATMs
and through better use of data, though efficiencies should also be looked at in
the context of the wholesale distribution and recycling of cash and how SMEs
use cash.

•

However, there were certain doubts as to whether these savings would be
significant, and that having multiple ATMs in one location is not necessarily a
sign that the market is inefficient as there will always be duplication of service
in a competitive market.

Next steps
22.

In addition to our work on the structure of the interchange fees, we have also
published a Call for Views on our research into cash access, use and acceptance and
we encourage anyone with an interest in this subject to provide us with their views.
The closing date for this particular Call for Views is 6th September 2019. A further
stakeholder roundtable discussion will take place in October to discuss some of those
initial responses.

23.

We will take the submissions to both Calls for Views, along with the discussions with
stakeholders at our roundtable events, to further help shape our understanding and
inform our work. We will continue to update stakeholders on the key focus areas for
taking forward the different strands of our work in this area, and engage with
stakeholders throughout.

9
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ACS Submission: Review of the Structure of LINK Interchange Fees
ACS (the Association of Convenience Stores) welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the
Payment Systems Regulator on the structure of LINK interchange fees. ACS represents 33,500
local shops and petrol forecourts including Co-op, McColls, BP and thousands of independent
retailers, many of which trade under brands such as Spar, Nisa and Costcutter. Further information
about ACS is available at Annex A.
Convenience retailers have been responding to evolving customer demands for payment methods,
offering contactless payments (in 80% of stores) and mobile payments (63%) 1. Convenience
stores are also positive actors on financial inclusion and access to cash, providing cashback
services (58%), free-to-use (FTU) ATMs (46%), Post Offices (23%) and pay-to-use (PTU) ATMs
(16%) 2. The sector has a unique reach, trading across rural (37%), urban (37%) and suburban
(26%) locations, including in city centres (12%), neighbourhood parades (36%) and as isolated
shops providing the only local retail and service provision for an area (38%) 3.
Rural shoppers report that ATMs are the second most valued service in their local convenience
stores, behind only Post Office branches 4. Despite this, ATM provision in the sector is dramatically
changing as a direct result of reductions in LINK interchange fees, forcing ATM operators to
convert considerable proportions of their FTU ATM estate hosted in independent retailers’ stores to
PTU. LINK’s most recent statistics suggest that almost 200 FTU ATMs are closing per month, most
of which will likely be ATMs in convenience stores trading in non-central locations 5.
This call for views primarily concerns the effects of the interchange fee structure on ATM
operators, but these effects will impact outcomes for retailers contracting with ATM operators too.
For convenience retailers, set costs associated with hosting an ATM include energy usage and
business rates bills. Retailers must also manage access to the site for operator maintenance, selffill the ATM with cash in some cases, and take on the risk of ATM crime for the store.
A key element of supporting access to cash is making sure retailers and ATM operators are
appropriate incentives to maintain a suitably wide geographic spread of ATMs to contribute
towards a truly national network. The Payment Systems Regulator’s analysis of the ATM market
and associated operating costs based on the location of ATMs is too simplistic. Operating costs,
for operators and retailers, vary according to hyperlocal conditions rather than a pure scale of
population density. We believe the current structure of interchange fees with premiums where they
are required could effectively deliver the geographic spread of the ATM network but is undermined
by the declining level of fees and poor implementation of the Financial Inclusion Programme.

ACS Local Shop Report 2018
ACS Local Shop Report 2018
3
ACS Local Shop Report 2018
4
ACS Rural Shop Report 2019
5
https://www.link.co.uk/about/statistics-and-trends/
1
2
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Q1) Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives we set out)
for considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that are set out in
this paper? If not, please explain why and set out your view of the alternative way these
issues should be analysed.
The starting point for the structure of interchange fees should be to support a national ATM
network and ultimately facilitate choice in payment methods for all consumers. The Access to Cash
Review has found that 17% 6 of the UK population would struggle to cope in a cashless society and
76% of convenience store transactions are paid for in cash, demonstrating clear consumer need in
the sector 7. For 97% of the population who carry cash, access to cash is valued to use for small
transactions, act as a backup to digital payment methods, provide them with payment choice, help
with personal budgeting and make informal transactions with friends and family 8.
The overwhelming majority (98%) of cash withdrawals are carried out at FTU ATMs, with most
other transactions taking place using PTU ATMs, Post Office counters and cashback services.
Post Office counters and cashback services do not provide equitable privacy for the consumer,
while ATMs are an established infrastructure for accessing cash which can take away cash on the
premises and the costs of supplying cash from retailers. The ATM network must remain a
strategically valuable infrastructure for the payments industry into the future, when currently the
value to the customer of each ATM does not always match the economic value of the interchange
fee scheme.
The Payment Systems Regulator’s analysis of the ATM market and associated operating costs
based on the location of ATMs is too simplistic. This analysis should be caveated by the hyperlocal
impacts of location. Unit operating costs will vary considerably regardless of location, for example,
petrol forecourt sites hosting ATMs will attract high traffic in rural locations and ATMs in tourist
areas may see significantly higher footfall in the summer months. ATMs in suburban and
residential urban areas, for example housing estates or neighbourhood parades, can also be
relatively isolated from the rest of the network.
We would also add to the given framework that the removal of a FTU ATM can still have a
significant impact on an area even when another FTU ATM is available locally. For example, a now
defunct FTU ATM could be removed from a neighbourhood parade when an alternative ATM is
available within a short distance. In this situation, consumers would no longer be able to access
cash on that neighbourhood parade, affecting its constituent businesses, and more consumers
would be required to travel out of their way to specifically withdraw cash.
The funding model for the ATM network should reflect increasing operating costs. One significant
increase in operating costs introduced after the original interchange fee arrangements were set in
2001 concerns business rates bills. ‘Through-the-wall’ ATMs are liable to business rates bills,
averaging £4,000 per annum, and are a key consideration for retailers reviewing the commercial
viability of their ATM offer 9. Business rates bills should be considered a key cost of providing ATMs
for retailers.

Access to Cash Review: Final Report
ACS Local Shop Report 2018
8
Access to Cash Review: Final Report
9
Retailers welcome ATM business rates ruling Talking Retail. 9 December 2018
6
7
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Q2) Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the incentives
to provide ATMs?
Convenience retailers are paid by operators for hosting a FTU ATM either according to a
negotiated flat fee structure without reference to transaction numbers, commission paid after a
minimum monthly level of transactions are met, or commission paid on all transactions. Retailers
receive a share of the amount charged to consumer for operating PTU ATMs, there are no
interchange fees for PTU ATMs.
Retailers therefore benefit from hosting an ATM through the fees they are paid by the operator and
footfall from ATM transactions when it translates into shop sales. ACS has been collecting case
studies on the impact of ATMs switching from FTU to PTU as a result of interchange fee cuts.
Retailers suggest there is a significant decline in shop turnover as a result. Retailers also host
ATMs because consumers still value cash as a payment method of choice; 76% of consumers
report they paid in cash after visiting a convenience store10.
The value of hosting an ATM for retailers is declining with commissions falling, operating costs
increasing and threats of crime increasing. There has been a growth in ATM ramraids, we estimate
353 incidents in the convenience sector over the past year 11. ATM ram raids have a huge
monetary cost not only due to the loss of cash, but also structural and operational damage to
stores where heavy machinery pulls ATMs from internal and external fixings.
Beyond these additional factors influencing retailers’ decisions on hosting ATMs, the level of the
interchange fee and impact this has on ATM revenue is the most significant factor for retailers. We
would encourage the Payment Systems Regulator to consider LINK’s incentives to reduce
interchange fees, which has been driven by the network body seeking to prevent its member banks
from leaving to join rival ATM networks Visa or Mastercard, which do not have responsibility for
ensuring national ATM coverage.
Q3) What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as
described in this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
The reduction of LINK interchange fees is causing ATMs to switch to PTU or withdraw machines
across the convenience sector, particularly impacting rural and non-central locations where the
next local ATM is an inconvenient alternative for consumers. The convenience sector hosts a large
proportion of non-branch ATMs away from high streets where the clustering of ATMs may occur,
trading as isolated shops (38%) and in small neighbourhood parades (36%) 12.
Current interchange fee arrangements will continue to shrink the FTU ATM network, even where
ATMs are highly valued by consumers. Most FTU ATM closures over the past year have been
ATMs that were hosted by independent convenience retailers, whose operator has converted the
ATM to PTU as a direct result of changes to interchange fees. Multiple retailers have typically
negotiated ATM contracts offering more protections and preventing switches to the PTU model at
short notice, but the size of their ATM estates will likely be affected by changes to interchange fees
when these contracts expire.

ACS Local Shop Report 2018
ACS Crime Report 2019
12
ACS Local Shop Report 2018
10
11
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LINK’s Financial Inclusion Programme (FIP) is also failing to protect national coverage of the ATM
network. Before LINK confirmed its decision to reduce interchange fees and triple the FIP subsidy
from 10p to 30p, LINK struggled to guarantee nationwide free access to cash for consumers. LINK
had identified 2,651 deprived areas in the UK that were eligible for a FTU ATM subsidy, but 824
(31%) of these did not have free access to cash within a kilometre radius, 10 years after the
introduction of the Programme 13. Since expanding the programme, LINK’s own data has shown
that 168 (7%) ‘protected’ ATMs are already no longer transacting 14.
LINK’s decision to then introduce ‘super premium’ interchange fees for low-transacting isolated
FTU ATMs is clear evidence that the combined impact of LINK’s changes to interchange fees and
the FIP are having negative impacts on the ATM network. These recent changes also demonstrate
the power of LINK to change the funding model of ATMs at short notice, when an appropriately
funded long-term strategy is needed to secure the ATM network. The ATM funding model should
be predictable to encourage investment from operators and confidence from retailers to host ATMs
where consumers value them. Interchange fees should reflect costs for operators and retailers and
changes in their structure must not leave retailers to subsidising machines.
Q4) What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going
forward?
Interchange fees should be structured to fund and sustain a geographic spread of ATMs. This
structure should prevent cases where ATM closures inconvenience consumers by requiring them
to travel out of their way to access cash, which can have a negative economic impact on local
businesses, especially in rural and suburban locations.
ACS’ comments on the three proposed structures are available below:
Multi-Part Tariff
Adopting a multi-part tariff approach would either require a fixed payment per ATM to be set at a
level which sustains low-transacting isolated ATMs or a payment per ATM which accounts for
differences in servicing costs and the consequent impact on retailers’ costs and revenues.
The per transaction payment, similar to the current interchange fee, would have to be set at a level
which covers costs to for retailers and ATM operators. This should account for the impact of
declining transaction numbers, which declined by 6% across the LINK network from 2017 to
2018 15.
Banding Structure
We would not support a banding structure approach. Setting interchange fees on a per ATM basis
to account for varying costs to supply would introduce significant complexity to the existing
interchange fee system. Despite this additional complexity, a banded approach would create losers
at the edges of the set interchange fee bands and not necessarily support low transacting isolated
ATMs.

LINK Financial Inclusion Programme: 10 Year Anniversary p.4
LINK Scheme ATM Footprint Report. April 2019
15
https://www.link.co.uk/about/statistics-and-trends/
13
14

14

Standard Fee with Premiums (Current Structure)
We agree with the Regulator that the existing structure incentivises operators to lower their
operating costs. However, the current structure of standard interchange fees and the Financial
Inclusion Programme is not preventing ATM closures where they create gaps in network coverage.
The current structure could support a stable ATM network. Interchange fees should be set at a
level which accounts for the operating costs and commercial viability of hosting an ATM. Although
LINK has postponed a previously scheduled fee cut for 2020, more cuts are expected. LINK
interchange fees used to be set by an independent KPMG cost study before LINK’s announcement
to arbitrarily cut the fees.
The Financial Inclusion Programme can be amended by LINK at short notice, which detracts from
operator investment to install ATMs in locations where they would attract subsidy. The
procurement process between LINK and operators is complex and not preventing gaps from
emerging in the network, while new ATM openings can affect existing ATMs’ eligibility for FIP
subsidy. The Payment Systems Regulator should ensure operators and retailers are provided with
certainty by LINK about medium-term eligibility of an ATM for FIP.
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ATM Industry Association Response to PSR “Review of the structure of
LINK interchange fees: Call for views.”
1. Background and Overview
*It is good that the PSR now recognises the need for Payment Choice, a concept developed
by ATMIA Europe, both for the public and businesses. In particular, the PSR now recognises
the importance of cash to tens of millions of UK citizens who choose to use fiat currency for
payments.
*There is categorically no viable alternative to ATMs as the primary distribution channel for
cash in every significant community in the UK. The most often mentioned alternative –
“Cash Back” – has been available for 30 years, yet accounts for only around 2% of the total
cash issuance to the UK public. Nowhere on the planet is Cash Back considered a viable
alternative to ATMs.
*The PSR “Call for Views” referred to “considering the incentives to deploy free-to-use
ATMs”. The perfect incentive already existed up to 2018, certainly from the public interest
perspective. LINK ATM interchange.
*LINK should not have been allowed to move away from Office of Fair Trading approved
transparent methodology for calculating LINK ATM interchange. Allowing the LINK Board
to arbitrarily set interchange was the recipe for the disaster that has emerged, with 10% of all
UK ATMs removed and thousands switching from free-to-use to pay-to-use. The ATMIA
warned of this disaster two years ago - but the Association was ignored.
*Both the LINK Board and several major banks have used the excuse of falling demand for
cash to justify changes to interchange payments. In fact, those banks in particular have
created much of the fall in cash use by removing thousands of busy ATMs. The cash-use
predictions of UK Finance have been rendered a self-fulfilling prophesy by the actions of
banks and LINK.
*The ATMIA estimates that 300 million free-to-use ATM cash withdrawals will disappear in
the UK in the next year due to ATMs moving to pay-to-use mode. This is part of the “selffulfilling prophesy” and could well be used as an excuse for further reducing ATM numbers.
*LINK also cited as evidence of the need for change the fact ATMs were too concentrated in
city centres. In fact, Banks are responsible for much of the concentration of ATMs in urban
areas - and particularly city centres. Many remaining bank branches in such locations have 6
or more ATMs. Banks clearly favour such concentrations of ATMs. They pay no direct
Business Rates on ATMs, however many they locate at a branch; there are no third-party site
rental payments; they create economies of scale, combining branch and ATM cash deliveries.
*Banks do not want Independent ATM Deployers (IADs) installing ATMs in city centre
locations, even though the IAD ATMs being installed may be convenient for customers.
Banks do not want the public to be offered alternative ATM access, since consumers may
choose to use an IAD free-to-use ATM at a retailer they are visiting, rather than making a
special journey to a city centre bank branch. The “clustering” of bank branches in certain
locations e.g. Market Street, Manchester, exacerbates this issue. Customers may not be
visiting that “banking street”. Instead, they may choose to use an IAD ATM in a different
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street they ARE visiting. The banks do not want this choice to exist. This is why banks may
favour lower interchange rates in urban locations. Banks’ ATM-related costs are lower in
such locations. Lower interchange would therefore still be profitable for the banks, whilst
making many IAD ATMs uneconomic to operate.
*There was no rational justification for arbitrarily cutting ATM interchange, beyond the
obvious desire of banks to reduce costs. LINK conceded at a recent meeting of the Scottish
Affairs Committee that cost per transaction at UK ATMs were probably the cheapest in
Europe before the arbitrary cuts.
*The admission by LINK is not surprising, since an analysis of the movement in LINK
interchange fees shows that they have gone down over the last decade, both in absolute and
real terms.
*The PSR is two years behind in questioning what is happening. Free-to-use ATMs have
been lost, either removed or switched to free-to-use. So “protecting the current spread of freeto-use ATMs” is plainly not adequate. Reinstatement of free-to-use ATMs is required, along
with incentives to encourage innovation to provide, at a minimum, more cash-related services
at ATMs e.g. Universal Deposit, a transaction that has been on the shelf at LINK since 2016
but has yet to be implemented by any UK Card Issuer.
*It needs to be understood that there is no transparent and sustainable ATM interchange fee
structure now. There was until the LINK board moved to the position where they set
interchange arbitrarily. Without a structure, there will be no investment in the Smart ATMs
every community needs to replace lost bank branches and bank ATMs.
*A fee structure was in place which suited every party, including supermarket banks such as
Sainsbury and Tesco, EXCEPT banks with an inadequate number of ATMs to meet the cash
requirements of their own customers.
*“Premium” LINK interchange rates as an incentive to ATM operators to provide ATMs in
specified locations have not worked. Only a few hundred ATMs in the UK benefit from such
premium rates. The thinking behind such rates was flawed in many respects, including the
focus on providing only one ATM in such locations. ATMs are electro-mechanical devices
which suffer downtime. Every community therefore needs at least two ATMs to provide
acceptable access to cash, with one machine providing 24/7 access.
*Since the free-to-use UK ATMs currently average around 3500 cash withdrawals per month,
another way to look at community ATM provision is to accept that where a community is
capable of achieving more than 3500 cash withdrawals per month, a second ATM will be
required. Broadly, UK adults use ATM 3 times per month, so any community with a
population/catchment in excess of 1200 ATMs will required 2 ATMs.
*Tinkering with “premium” interchange rates cannot provide guarantees of cash
access. Only a transparent methodology for calculating interchange will create the
stable economic environment for ATM operators required to stimulate the investment
needed to see new ATMs installed and, in particular, Smart ATMs with enhanced
transaction sets (including Universal Cash Deposit), replacing lost bank branches.
*Further comments and observation from the ATMIA are at Appendix 1.
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2. ATMIA Recommendations for Safeguarding and Improving Free Access to Cash
in the UK
*LINK Interchange must return to being calculated using a cost-based transparent
methodology, with a long-term commitment from LINK issuing members that they will
adhere to the outcome of the calculations, made at agreed time intervals. This will encourage
investment in ATM innovation.
*The previously used transparent methodology should be reviewed, under the supervision of
the PSR, to establish whether any changes are required to further improve the transparency
and accuracy of the calculations. This review should be carried out within a three month
period, starting at the latest on 1 August 2019, to arrive at a revised transparent methodology.
*The current LINK Interchange rate will be frozen, with no further reductions. The rate
currently established will be used as the starting point for adjustments made once the revised
transparent methodology for the calculation of Interchange is re-established.
*The revised transparent methodology will be used for the calculation of all LINK
Interchanges, including Universal Cash Deposit. Such interchanges will be implemented by 1
August 2020, at the latest.
*Free-to-use ATMs have been lost in many parts of the country in the last two years. The
PSR will set up a Working Group to include the PSR, LINK, UK Finance and the ATMIA to
evaluate which losses need to be corrected and the steps which need be taken to do so. The
general principal of having two ATMs in every community will be the basis of this
evaluation. Factors such as the presence of a Post Office would be taken into account by the
Working Group, on the basis that a community Post Office without an ATM could replace
one of the two ATMs otherwise required in every community.
*Where the Working Group consider that there is a requirement for a reinstallation of an
ATM or for an ATM to be provided where there has been no machine before, ATM operators
– banks and IAD’s – should be offered a £5000 (1) grant by LINK towards the costs of
providing an ATM. The acceptance of such a grant would include a commitment to installing
an ATM within 6 months of the date of granting and the contract for the operation of a freeto-use ATM being for a minimum of 3 years from the installation date. The grant would be
payable when the ATM goes live on site.
*Where an ATM has been switched from free-to-use to pay-to-use before 5 July 2019, the
ATM operator should be offered a £2000 bounty by LINK to switch the ATM back to freeto-use for a minimum of 3 years. The bounty would become payable after the first free-to-use
cash withdrawal is made.

(1) £5000 is the estimated typical cost of providing an in-store ATM, covering
machine purchase and all aspects of installation.
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Appendix 1
Further ATMIA Comments and Observations on Specific points in the PSR Document
*ATM interchange fees should not be referred to as “multilateral interchange fees” (MIFs).
To do so confuses them with fees paid by merchants to Card Schemes in connection with
POS payment processing.
*Reference is made to “vast majority” of ATMs being operated by banks and building
societies in 2001. Detail inadequate; what % did IAD’s operate?
*The PSR document needed to clarify that transactions other than cash withdrawals receive
interchange payments.
*It is not clarified in the PSR document as to the number of ATMs that actually receive the
2006 “financial inclusion” premium. It is reportedly under 400.
*The “Since 2001...” statistics provided are wholly inadequate and even those provided are
not explained in any way.
*Why is the closure of bank branches mentioned but not the closure of bank ATMs?
*It should be clarified that “UK Finance” are a Trade Association.
*Where is the claimed 17% decline in cash withdrawals substantiated?
*It is stated the “cash withdrawal volumes have been falling year-on-year since 2012”.
Which “volumes” are being referred to here? Much more clarity required.
*Why is there no detail on the value of cash withdrawn? ATM withdrawals are a means to an
end, not an end in themselves. The “end” is customers wanting cash. Knowing the overall
amount of cash the UK customers have withdrawn each year from ATMs is a vital part of
understanding what is happening in terms of the public’s desire for cash, for use as a payment
method and for other uses.
*Why is there no mention in the PSR document of the potential for 8000 - 10,000 ATMs to
switch from free-to-use to pay-to-use during 2019? This is a major and verifiable threat to
access to cash at free-to-use ATMs.
*Why is no attempt made in the PSR document to evaluate the impact of the 10% reduction
in LINK ATM interchange on ATM operators margins e.g. have they been completely
eliminated, meaning every transaction loses the operator money?
*Why no mention of site rentals in the PSR document? They can be the most significant
component of overall costs?
*The PSR needs to be very careful in identifying what is “reasonable” in terms of costs
associated with cash. Some banks have been pushing back against the level of interchange for
a decade or more. What they might define as “reasonable” may render all ATMs unprofitable
to operate.
*Why no mention of the importance of any of the more complex business relationships
between site operators and ATM operators EG it can be a significant economic advantage for
Tesco Bank and Sainsbury Bank to site their ATMs on their parent companies sites?
* Why no mention that it suits banks to put multiple ATMs in their remaining bank branches?
They pay no direct Business Rates on such ATMs; they internalise site rental payments; they
create economies of scale.
*Economies of scale mainly apply to banks operating multiple ATMs at branches.
*Urban/ City Centre locations are high rent sites for IADs. It is NOT normally cheap to
operate in such locations.
*Rural ATMs are NOT necessarily either low-transacting machines or costly machines to
operate.
*Fixed costs are invariably higher at genuine third-party sites i.e. not at bank branches or
major supermarket banks.
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*Apart from the menus of LINK interchanges for various transactions, the only significant
other revenue for free-to-use ATM operators is Dynamic Currency Conversion. This is
probably only significant at under 5% of UK ATMs.
*Consumers value certainty of cash supply and less queuing. That is why they tend to rely on
locations with multiple ATMs.
*The economics of ATM operation should allow extra free ATMs to be installed and receive
the LINK interchange until the local average transactions per ATM fall below an agreed level
e.g. 4000 transactions per month.
*The statistic of 80% of free-to-use ATMs being “within 300 metres of another free-to-use
ATM” needs clarification e.g. how many are actually on the same site, such as at a bank
branch or at bank branches located close to each other or at major supermarkets?
*Most people surely make regular journeys on which they know they will have access to
cash, so they plan to pick it up en-route? This is becoming more difficult as free-to-use
ATMs decrease in number i.e. convenient access to cash declines.
*If one is driving along a road and stops at Petrol Station to get cash, is that stop defined as a
“specific journey”?
*Why is no reference made to 24/7 access? This is a crucial factor?
*No reference is made to the fact that a % of consumers continue to favour/trust bank ATMs.
*Very busy ATMs ALWAYS have queues during busy hours; often 12 hours a day.
*Off-branch ATMs are often very busy. The busiest ATM in the UK is not at a bank; it is
located at a supermarket in Liverpool.
*The recent LINK initiative of paying up to £2.75 per FTU transaction may be of PR value
only. Very few ATMs are likely qualify for the highest level of payment.
*In Annex 2, point 2.5, Table 1, charging bands are set out in relation to the new LINK
initiative. It needs to be confirmed as to whether the payment on each band reduces to the
level of the highest band reached as transactions increase.
*To reiterate, the PSR needs to be very careful in its description of the current situation.
There is no “structure” in place now. The LINK Board set interchange levels based on their
“judgement”.
*The previous structure i.e. pre 2018, worked well in terms of free access to cash for the
public and produced the lowest per transaction ATM interchange in Europe.
*Competition demands that all ATM operators much be able to install machines in busy city
centre locations.
*Complex interchange structures do not work. They are a disincentive to investment.
*The interchange structure in place before 2018 worked for most parties, including most
banks, in every important respect, including in the public interest.
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Barclays’ response to the Payment Systems Regulator’s call for views on the
review of the structure of LINK interchange fees

Barclays welcomes the opportunity to comment on the PSR’s call for views, and sets out its responses
below. In summary, we do not consider that significant changes to the structure of LINK interchange
fees are warranted. There are further issues such as surcharges imposed by independent ATM
deployers (“IADs”), which also need to be taken into account. Further, any changes need to be
considered as an integral part of the wider Access to Cash Guarantee being defined.
Q1 Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives we set out) for
considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that are set out in this paper? If
not, please explain why and set out your view of the alternative way these issues should be
analysed.
Barclays agrees with the description and framework of the current interchange fee structure outlined
in this paper.
Q2 Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the incentives to provide
ATMs?
There are a number of additional factors that should be taken into account when considering the
structure of interchange fees for ATM transactions:
•

Firstly, LINK is the UK’s domestic ATM scheme and is used for routing the majority of cash
withdrawal transactions on UK debit cards through ATMs in the UK. There are however a
number of alternative switching service providers available to the issuers of debit cards in the
UK, the largest alternative schemes being VISA and Mastercard. Each of these global payments
schemes determine their own levels of interchange (subject to legal requirements), and these
are generally set at levels lower than the current LINK interchange rates. In order to remain
competitive, the levels of interchange set by LINK have to keep pace with their competition.
In the event that a major UK card issuer chose to route their domestic ATM transactions
through one of these alternative schemes, the incentives payable by LINK become irrelevant.

•

Secondly, the current incentives highlighted in this paper are based solely on the availability
of cash via ATMs. Barclays notes that there are alternative methods of obtaining cash. In
addition, LINK are currently discussing an “over the counter” LINK withdrawal service which
itself will attract remote withdrawal interchange rates, whilst removing some of the costly
elements of providing a physical ATM (i.e. no opportunity cost of cash or carrier costs as it
utilises the retailer’s own cash from the till; no maintenance costs or rent as no physical ATM
in place). Thus, in determining incentives, alternative sources of cash provision within the
immediate area should also be considered, not just the location of the nearest free-to-use
(“FTU”) ATM.
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•

Another factor to consider is the significant increase in the number of ATMs in the UK over
the past decade resulting in one of the highest number of ATMs per capita in the world. At
the same time the number of ATM withdrawal transactions has shown a declining trend, as
highlighted by this paper. As per the PSR’s own assessment, this has led to over-abundance of
ATMs in certain areas, however the current model of interchange should result in the thinning
out of ATMs in areas of over-supply.

•

Finally, the impact of interchange rates between members on the positioning of ATMs in the
UK is only one aspect of an overall programme of review into the future of access to cash in
the UK. ATM interchange fees should not therefore be considered in isolation, but as part of
the overall picture of cash access, including current alternative cash access channels, new and
developing alternatives for accessing cash and cash industry initiatives to address gaps in cash
provision.

Q3 What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as described in
this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
The annual cost study undertaken by LINK members is, in Barclays’ opinion, the best way of assessing
and agreeing the correct level of interchange per transaction. By calculating the overall cost of
providing an ATM service in the UK and dividing this cost by the number of transactions undertaken
on those ATMs, it is possible to determine clearly the average cost per transaction. Barclays accepts
however that the average cost is not reflective of the cost of providing an ATM service in rural or low
usage locations, and that high usage ATMs benefit from over-recovery of costs. The steps taken by
LINK to address this issue, namely by offering additional premiums over and above the average
interchange, are consequently a fair and equitable way of subsidising low-use machines in such
locations.
In addition to the Financial Inclusion premium of up to £0.30 per transaction, the introduction by LINK
of ‘Super-premium’ rates of interchange, taking the level of interchange available on a number of FTU
machines up to £2.75 per transaction, is an extremely positive step. Machines that undertake an
extremely low average of up to 199 transactions per month can now expect to achieve an interchange
revenue of around £550 per month, potentially higher than a pay to use (“PTU”) machine would have
achieved in the same area.
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Q4 What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going forward?
Barclays believes that the changes to Financial Inclusion premiums put in place by LINK, including a
sliding scale based on the average number of monthly transactions, are a positive step and should
encourage ATM operators to retain ATMs in low transacting areas. LINK’s focus on maintaining a
network of Protected ATMs further enhances this position and ensures that over 2,300 ATMs in the
UK are immune from reduced rates of interchange. This should guarantee the presence of a network
of ATMs in remote/rural locations, which Barclays believes will be further enhanced by any industry
guarantee on Access to Cash.
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CMSPI’s Consulta�on Response to the PSR’s CP19/5 - Call for views: Review
of the structure of LINK interchange fees
ABOUT CMSPI
CMSPI is an independent payments consultancy working exclusively with merchants to op�mise
their end-to-end cash and card supply chains. Clients include Aldi, Marrio�, Subway and Shell.
Note:
As requested, CMSPI’s response will focus on the structure of ATM interchange fees rather than the
levels of interchange fees. We will address all four questions posed by the PSR consultations within
our response.
We would be happy to discuss any of the ideas discussed in this document with the PSR.

BACKGROUND
ATMs play a pivotal role in the payments ecosystem. They are a vital u�lity of both consumers and
merchants. From a merchant perspec�ve ATMs serve a number of useful func�ons including:
1. Cash spending is s�ll the number one compe�tor to card payments and ATMs are the main
vehicle consumers use to access cash.
2. The cost of cash acceptance is similar to the cost of card acceptance for merchants largely
due to the Merchant Indiﬀerence Test (MIT method of PS interchange se�ng used by the
European Commission. However with scheme fee increases coming in regularly in recent
years the cost of cards is likely to increase above the cost of cash. In turn, this will maintain
the relevance of cash.
3. On-site ATMs provide merchants with a source of revenue, both directly from a share of the
interchange fee and indirectly from an increase in consumer spending.
ATMs require interchange fees to cover costs. In the absence of this fee ATM deployers need to
impose surcharges that are damaging to consumers. Cash usage is higher among vulnerable
members of society such as elderly and lower income consumers so widespread ATM surcharging
would be damaging from a welfare perspec�ve. This is what happens in the US, where consumers
can be charged upwards of $5 (c£4) per transac�on.
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Issues with ATM interchange fee setting
Ideally ATM interchange fees would be set in a competitive way. However, the 2001 OFT report cited
by the PSR’s consultation document identified the errors with this approach, including the high
transaction costs associated with several negotiations between ATM acquirers and card issuers.
Another approach is to keep interchange setting with the ATM schemes. However, there will always
be downwards pressure on interchange fees within LINK given that it is a net cost for banks, who are
key voting members. Meanwhile, Visa and Mastercard have a clear incentive to attract issuers away
from LINK by setting low interchange fees. This means that there will continue to be downwards
pressure on ATM interchange fees – to the detriment of merchants and consumers – unless the PSR
intervenes. Indeed, the decision made by LINK to move away from the cost recovery model has
inevitably resulted in closures of free to use ATMs which is clearly harming low income consumers.
We are very pleased that the PSR has decided to address this issue and we welcome the opportunity
to respond to this consultation. We believe the issues discussed above mean that the ATM
interchange fee needs to be exogenously set by the PSR.

STRUCTURE OF ATM INTERCHANGE FEES
The PSR’s consultation document correctly identifies some issues with the current ATM interchange
model. In this section, we will present some ideas about how the PSR may be able to address these
issues.
LINK Pricing Model
As discussed above, there will always be an incentive within the LINK scheme for interchange fees to
sink below costs, indirectly harming vulnerable consumers. As a result, ATM interchange setting
should be returned to the independently set cost recovery model not just for the LINK scheme, but
for all ATM schemes.
Protected ATMs
We are in favour of LINK’s protected ATM model because it addresses many of the access to cash
issues the PSR has identified. However, the current approach to protected ATMs need reviewing for
the following reasons:
1. We believe the current protected criteria of 1 kilometre from the nearest ATM is too
simplistic and results in too few ATMs being protected. The strategic importance of an ATM
can be ascertained by characteristics including the remoteness of the ATM’s location, the
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number of competing machines in the immediate vicinity and potentially local average
income metrics.
2. As identified by the PSR, the tiered protected ATM structure results in a “saw tooth” effect
whereby operators can make a loss from any additional transactions. To avoid the “saw
tooth” effect, we believe that protected ATM interchange fees should be set as steps rather
than tiers.
Surcharging
A cost recovery and protected ATM model could be applied in conjunction with a ban on surcharging
ATMs to protect consumers - consistent with the goals of the Payment Services Directive II (PSD2) to prevent ATM operators from receiving two independent revenue streams.

CONCLUSION
We have identified three distinct categories of ATMs. We believe different approaches should be
applied to these different ATM types:
•

•
•

Strategically important ATMs require the protected ATM income to become commercially
viable because the linear nature of a transaction-based fee means that ATMs are not
profitable at low levels of usage
Non-important ATMs that are profitable will be able to continue with the cost recovery
model
Non-important ATMs that are not profitable should not be subsidised by protected ATM
fees. A fixed fee or enhanced fee would allow these ATMs to continue operating but this
would be economically inefficient and is referred to in the PSR’s document as “over-supply”.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss these views with the PSR.
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Dear Sirs,
I refer to Report CP19/5 which I have only recently had sight of but found very useful in
expanding my knowledge of the background to the interchange fee and its impact since 2001.

We are seeing a decrease in volumes of ATM withdrawals year on year since 2017 in particular
which is in line with the decreasing use of cash and move to contactless payments in our shops.

Despite only a 10% decrease in interchange rates, they are seeking significant wholesale changes
to contracts and significantly higher disproportionate %age decreases in commission rates. This
appears now to be prevalent in the IAD market which essentially is a duopoly now.
With regards to para 2.9 of your paper, I would agree that the relationship you describe on the
structure of interchange fees is broadly accurate. We still find that ATM use is highly dependent
on the demographics of the area in which it is located. In less affluent areas, there is still
significant reliance on cash. People tend to budget more and spend what they have got and
frankly like to know what they have left. There appears less access and desire for a credit
environment. In other areas (excluding rural) there is less of a reliance on cash and a growing
acceptance of card use and contactless payments in particular. To this end there may be less of a
demand for regular ATM use. In built up areas where there has been significant growth in ATM
numbers in the years up to 2017, volumes can be affected by how close a competitor’s ATM is.
In rural areas, ATMs generally have lower volume use even if the nearest alternative FTU ATM is
more than 1km away. Due, in some way, to the ruralality of locations there may be closer
relationships with village stores and post offices and the use of “cash back” facilities remain.
In general, the observations you make in para 2.12 are accurate from our experience.
With regard to para 2.13, ATM operators may locate an ATM in areas where usage would be
below the cost recovery threshold if they have a broad group, all encompassing, contract with
the ATM site host whereby they “take the rough with the smooth” accepting that they
significantly win on some and lose on others but overall they more than cover their costs and
generate an acceptable profit margin.
With respect, I think it is for the ATM providers, particularly the IADs to answer the questions
you pose in para 2.19
45

With regard to the alternative fee structures you suggest in para 2.21, I think it is important from
an ATM host perspective to have some assurety as to net income streams. We would like to see
the cost structure of operating ATMs fully audited in order to determine the profit margin to
ATM operators which is then shared with the ATM host.
I appreciate the above does not fully address many of the issues you have raised in your paper
but may go some way to understanding the perspective and viewpoint of the ATM host rather
than either the ATM operator (ie the IAD) or the end consumer (general public).
If considered appropriate, I would be happy to attend the proposed round table discussion in the
summer as a representative of the ATM hosts within the convenience store market.
I would ask that before any of my comments are disclosed, I am contacted to be made aware.
The above views reflect those of myself rather than the company I work for and who actually
host the ATMs.

P

Please consider your environmental responsibility - think before you print!
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HSBC UK BANK PLC

CONSIDERING THE INCENTIVES TO DEPLOY FREE-TO-USE ATMs IN THE LINK NETWORK

REVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE OF LINK INTERCHANGE FEES: CALL FOR VIEWS

RESPONSE TO PSR CONSULTATION DATED JUNE 2019
05 JULY 2019
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COVER SUBMISSION
HSBC UK Bank plc welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Payment System Regulator’s
Call for Views (CP19/5) regarding the structure of LINK interchange fees, with particular
consideration on the incentives to deploy free-to-use ATMs in the LINK network.
The Call for Views is timely given the current momentum to address the UK’s wider access
to cash needs, stimulated by the recent Independent Access to Cash Review. There is no
doubt that the UK is seeing a significant shift in how consumers use cash, accelerated by the
rapid take up of contactless card payments as well as other alternative payment methods
becoming more readily available, cheaper and increasingly more accepted by our
customers, businesses of all sizes and consumers in general.
However, rather than the UK moving towards a cash-free society, our view is that it is
transforming to an economy where cash is less important than it once was, but will remain
an important payment method that continues to be valued and preferred by many.
Critically, there is evidence of a reliance on cash by some consumers, including those who
may be vulnerable, and it is important to HSBC that such consumers are not disadvantaged.
For HSBC, our position is clear: whilst we continue to promote innovation in digital
payments and to develop new ways to help our customers better manage their money, we
believe in our customers’ choice to choose the payment type they consider right for the
payment they want to make or receive.
There is a clear tension, however, with the high fixed costs of running the cash industry in
the context of declining volumes. Our view is that in order to sustain access to cash for as
long as possible - and therefore customer choice - a broader strategy is required to make
the full spectrum of costs in running a cash industry as efficient as possible, for both
distribution and acceptance. In our view, making the economics of cash sustainable is the
best way to protect its availability and acceptance for the short to medium term, and to
avoid unintended consequences of creating a service provision that cannot evolve over
time.
This was the view that HSBC put forward in our response to the Independent Access to Cash
Review. Clearly the LINK ATM network is a critical component of providing access to cash for
consumers, including wide geographical spread, and for retaining choice for customers who
need or want to pay by cash. The commercial structure of how that network is operated is
therefore also a critical component to protect cash access in the UK for the future.
In our view, the commercial structure must be based on transparent, objective and full
independent economic analysis to ensure that decisions are taken in a way that will best
ensure the sustainability of the LINK scheme, in the interests of the end customers.
In broad terms, HSBC believe that the LINK ATM network provides a good service for both
ourselves and all consumers, be they HSBC customers or otherwise, and we have
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consistently supported the principle that any interchange settlement, and therefore any
interchange structure, must fully take into account the need to preserve free access to cash
for consumers, the economic interests of all stakeholders, and the sustainability of the
scheme.
HSBC fully supported the Independent Economic Review of Interchange as proposed by the
LINK Independent Governance Review led by Lord Hunt in 2015, and remain disappointed
that the work undertaken by Frontier Economics was not completed because the support
and buy-in of all LINK members, including independent ATM deployers (IADs) could not be
achieved. HSBC have previously expressed this view to the PSR in our letter dated 7th
February 2017.
HSBC participated in the LINK Member Interchange Working Group during 2017 which
involved senior leaders from the eight largest LINK members. A number of alternative
models were proposed, with an option primarily favoured by the IADs evaluated in great
detail and debated very rigorously, however, no consensus could be reached.
In summary, it is the opinion of HSBC that any proposal to change the structure of LINK
interchange fees must therefore be supported by a thorough and agreed analysis of the
economics that underpin the provision of the LINK ATM network, and that any alternative
structures must be tested widely to ensure that the objective of delivering materially better
outcomes for UK consumers is met. It is clear that in an environment of declining cash use,
the provision of ATMs needs to be managed and coordinated in order that distribution
continues to meet consumer needs, and the structure of interchange is an important factor
in achieving that.
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1.

Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives we set
out) for considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that
are set out in this paper? If not, please explain why and set out your view of the
alternative way these issues should be analysed?
HSBC fully support the policy objectives and agree with the broad approach
proposed for this review. As described in the Call for Views, ATM ownership and
deployment has undergone considerable change since the OFT exemption in 2001,
coupled with significant and on-going change in consumer behaviour. The objectives
described reflect our own position on supporting access to cash, including
widespread geographic access, ATM interchange fees that protect the interests of
end users and achieving a practical system that does not have excessive transaction
costs and creates appropriate incentives for individual parties.
The issues under review are inherently contentious, commercially sensitive, with
longstanding conflicting views across the LINK membership. The difficulty in
resolving the underlying issues indicate that independent analysis is required, which
must, in our view, include full economic analysis to ensure an objective, fair and
evidence-based path forward.

2.

Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the
incentives to provide ATMs?
As volumes in cash use and demand for cash falls, we also believe the UK must also
have an open mind to how consumer acquisition of cash can be achieved from
sources that are not an ATM. By 2027, ATM withdrawals are forecast to have
dropped by at least £1billion per year compared to 20171, calling into clear question,
the economic viability of sustaining the full geographic breadth of the current
network. Cashback and Post Office counter access is well established but not
available 24/7 like an ATM and the Post Office network is being consolidated.
Alternatives such as convenience store counter services or even postal services (as is
used for foreign currency) could prove efficient alternatives to support continued
access for those who need it, and we believe that there would be merit in the PSR
considering the incentives for such options alongside incentives for providing ATMs.
As the PSR is aware, the industry is already working together to consider how we can
create the right environment for providing whatever provision works best in
whichever area needs it. Whilst we continue to support a wide geographic spread of
ATMs, it may be that other means to provide access to cash should be considered in

1

UK Payments Market Report, 2018
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planning the incentives to provide ATMs in the long-term and to ensure the
sustainability of the LINK scheme. Building this into incentives could promote an
economically efficient spread of ATMs reflecting the value consumers and society
place on such access. A strategy which ensures continued access, albeit perhaps
more planned and time-restricted compared with the access we have today, may be
preferable to an approach which means access is prohibitively expensive to maintain
without charging and ultimately a cost to the UK economy, however it is paid for.
3.

What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as
described in this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
HSBC does not have a remote estate, all of our ATMs are located in our branches
(with a handful of exceptions such as HSBC/first direct sponsored venues) and are
sited as part of our core customer service proposition rather than the result of any
incentivisation through revenues. We do not therefore have meaningful data that
allows us to comment with any authority on the impacts of incentives as they are
considered by third party ATM deployers.
We do continue to support the principles contained in the November 2017 LINK
Board Consultation on LINK’s Interchange Rate including:


the recognition that LINK interchange should recognise changes in consumers’
use of payment methods, and should over time facilitate a corresponding change
in the cost and nature of the LINK network



that interchange rates should support a geographical location of ATMs that is in
line with consumers’ needs, and through the Financial Inclusion Programme
should increase the number of ATMs in areas that could not otherwise support
them.

We acknowledge that the November 2017 consultation was specifically in regard to
setting Interchange Rates, but believe that these principles are equally valid in
consideration of any proposed Interchange Structure.
We recognise the potential impacts of any fee structure described in the paper. In
terms of the impact of the current structure, we are aware that there is a concern
that some third party ATM deployers may be operating with an inefficiently high cost
base, in particular with excessive ATMs in some areas. This concern merits proper
investigation to understand the impact of the current structure of interchange fee,
not least because the cost is passed on to card issuers via the MIF and so becomes
part of the issuer’s cost base they need to recover from retail customers. Whilst
HSBC has no desire to see third party ATM deployers’ cost recovery squeezed in such
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a way that would lead to a reduction in ATMs that are genuinely needed by
customers, it is in the interest of all end users and stakeholders that there should be
a detailed, independent and evidence based review of what the efficient level of cost
recovery via the interchange fee should be.
4.

What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going
forward?
HSBC believes that the current recently introduced LINK structure of a Financial
Inclusion Programme provides good incentives. It helps to improve the economic
viability of ATMs through the use of Protected ATM Premiums and Low Volume
Premiums, with Direct Commissioning offering a backstop.
This is a relatively new programme and it is perhaps too early to gauge whether as
currently defined it is meeting the objectives for all stakeholders. We are supportive
of this type of structure and feel that it would be possible to make minor
adjustments to the premiums and qualifying criteria in order to achieve most of the
PSR’s objectives.
HSBC notes that the immediate reaction of IADs to the small reductions in rates
under the revised LINK Interchange Structure was to threaten to convert thousands
of free-to-use ATMs to pay-to-use. HSBC would not wish to see this happen in line
with our support of the important principle of preserving free access to cash for
consumers.
Given the lack of industry consensus as to the optimum charging structure, it is
important that any forward-looking change is based on a transparent and objective
economic analysis.
We are not convinced of the merits of a multi-part tariff structure. We believe a
fixed fee per ATM may increase incentives to introduce new ATMs where there is no
genuine customer need, thus increasing the costs of operating the overall ATM
estate without the corresponding consumer benefit, and making it harder to fund
ATMs in under-served locations. In our view, the current charging structure – with
possible minor adjustments – creates better incentives in this regard. We look
forward to engaging further with the PSR on this point once its analysis is further
advanced.
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PSR CALL FOR VIEWS: INCENTIVES TO DEPLOY FREE-TOUSE ATMS
SUMMARY
The PSR’s paper identifies that ATM services and economics are a local, not a national, issue, and
correctly identifies issues with the interchange regime that has been in place for eighteen years. The
PSR offers some suggestions to tailor interchange to local needs. LBG supports the overall analysis
and agrees the PSR’s three suggestions have merit.
This paper offers some additional suggestions. First, the interchange analysis should apply local logic
in over-served as well as under-served areas, recognising the diminishing marginal benefit where ATMs
are thickly-populated. As part of this logic, the PSR should work with industry to produce a workable
definition of where support is / is not required, noting that the “Protected ATM scheme” applies only
to existing ATMs, and not to filling in gaps elsewhere. Second, and in order to deliver the greatest
benefit to customers, the PSR should evaluate any changes to LINK interchange as part of a broader
set of issues relating to cash provision, particularly the ability of non-ATM and non-LINK arrangements
to meet local needs for cash. The PSR could also consider the incentives to ATM deployers to convert
ATMs to “pay-to-use” (PTU) where this has the effect of putting nearby ATMs into Financial Inclusion
or Protected status. Third, the PSR should also consider whether any mechanistic pricing scheme is
capable of fulfilling the localised needs of customers in a changing technical and economic
environment, and what scheme-level incentives and governance could better align interests around
those needs.

PSR OBSERVATIONS ON INTERCHANGE
The intention of LINK interchange, in 2001, was as described in the paper: to ensure incentives “for
ATM providers to become more efficient by incentivising lower than average costs. In due course, this
would feed into lower MIFs in subsequent years, sharing the benefit of these efficiencies”.

The

unintended consequence has been, as the PSR paper notes, under-supply in higher cost/lower demand
areas and over-supply in lower cost/higher demand areas. Since 2011 all categories of interchange
has risen alongside the supply of free-to-use ATMs, even as demand for withdrawals flattened off. The
ATM industry as a whole costs the UK ~£1bn a year and it is certainly right to ask whether customers
are getting good value for their money.
The PSR’s analysis of interchange economics is broadly accurate, in differentiating between profitable
areas with high demand / lower costs and less profitable or uneconomic areas with lower demand
/ higher costs.

As the PSR notes, there is a “feedback loop” in profitable areas, via which the

installation of extra ATMs (regardless of marginal benefit) drives overall costs up faster than the
number of transactions, putting upward pressure on interchange and thus further increasing
profitability in those areas.
The challenge, as characterised by the PSR, is to “maintain a suitably wide geographic spread of
ATMs…which would promote an economically efficient spread of ATMs”.

In practice the term

“efficiency” requires careful definition. Due to feedback, the interchange calculation itself affects what
is “economically efficient” ATM deployment, which may or may not deliver “suitably wide” ATM access
in a given area. In more profitable areas ATM proliferation has been widely reported1 as engaging

1

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-42360363
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more resources than are necessary to meet customers’ needs, with numerous examples where there
are more than 50 ATMs within 400 metres. LBG suggests that “efficiency” should be clearly defined
to relate to local needs rather than nationally-calculated economics.
As the PSR’s analysis suggests, “in high-demand locations, fewer ATMs with higher individual usage
(and hence lower unit costs) may be a preferable outcome and more economically efficient” while
“where the density of demand for transactions is low, the benefits of an ATM with low usage may still
be worthwhile as…potential users would need to travel a long way to reach the next available free-touse ATM”.
As such, LBG agrees with the PSR’s four observations relating to supply and demand:


Observation 1: The average cost per withdrawal (or other service) will fall
significantly as volume of usage increases. This will be particularly apparent at the
low volume end of usage.



Observation 2: The ATMs that consumers value the most are those which provide
free access to cash and where there are no other free ways to withdraw cash (including
alternative free-to-use ATMs, regardless of who provides them) nearby as long as
those ATMs represent a reliable and accessible way to withdraw cash.



Observation 3: Consumers will also value free-to-use ATMs most which provide
convenience in terms of allowing access to cash as part of their daily routine (i.e. are
where they need to spend cash or are on transport routes).



Observation 4: Customers would rather not queue, even at busy times.

PSR PROPOSALS
The PSR’s three indicative proposals have merit, in providing for more localised ATM economics,
however they raise calculation challenges in terms of defining bands, thresholds and rates, which
together suggest a high risk of unintended consequences.

Structurally, none of them necessarily

address the problem of over-provision and excess cost in high-demand areas.
Multi-part tariffs combining elements of fixed and variable revenues could theoretically approximate
the cost curve on page 10.

This could help lower-usage ATMs ensure recovery of their fixed costs,

while in high-usage ATMs reducing the excess of variable interchange over variable costs. This reflects
localism in demand – but remains susceptible to the challenges of localism in supply. It would be
challenging, on a generalised basis, to design “rules” and thresholds reflecting variance of fixed and
variable costs between ATMs. Specifically, setting the wrong thresholds could lead to:


In remote areas, encouraging the deployment of ATMs but failing to encourage
expensive variable services such as prompt re-load and repair



In high-traffic areas, encouraging further proliferation of ATMs owing to the “derisking” of the installation element of costs

Banded interchange to reflect local economics can be considered as an extension of the “financial
inclusion” principle, recognising there is private and social value in delivering cash where there is no
other ATM available. The banding could ensure that excess provision in high-traffic areas led to excess
profit in those areas alone, rather than driving up pricing across all areas. Increasing the number of
bands from 3 to, say, 8 could considerably help align local economics to local needs, however the
challenge would remain how to define the stated bands at a national level. Specifically:
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The theory of greater accuracy might yield in practice to greater bureaucracy, greater
controversy, and to ongoing pockets of excess- or under-supply



Even if the bands and rates were “correct”, balancing out issues across the bands,
there would be risk of over- or under-supply within the bands; there would still be
no mechanism to manage interchange downwards within the segment of more
profitable areas

Additional premiums offered to ATMs that face specific demand and cost conditions appears to be a
subset of the “banded interchange” proposal. All ATMs face “specific demand and cost conditions”;
our challenge is to identify what those are and then to establish what economic rules are optimal for
those conditions – if indeed such rules are possible.

Most importantly, the principle of adjusting

interchange to local conditions must be applied in highly profitable / over-served areas as well as less
profitable/under-served areas.

LBG ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS ON INTERCHANGE
LBG’s view remains that there are opportunities to rationalise the UK’s ATM estate without jeopardising
access, particularly in “financial inclusion” areas. Nationally, there could be fewer ATMs operating at
higher utilisation, at lower overall cost and with lower interchange. Locally, there could be measures
(the Financial Inclusion and Protected ATM scheme being examples) that recognise the benefit of “the
last ATM in town”, and also the inefficiency where there is over-provision. Outside the ATM network,
there are opportunities for banks, schemes and local businesses to work together to fulfil the
requirement for cash – these could be supported either within LINK or as an alternative to it.
Regardless of these considerations, it is questionable whether any national pricing scheme is capable
of meeting local needs in a changing environment.
LBG would therefore add the following observations:
LBG Observation Five: ATM economics and pricing are a local rather than national issue
LBG Observation Six: breaking down the national mechanism into more localised or banded
segments has potential to create greater accuracy, but


this brings complexity, bureaucracy and expense



given calculation issues, there is no guarantee of addressing the underlying
issues or doing so on a sustainable basis

LBG ADDITIONAL PROPOSALS
LBG Proposal 1: Localised pricing should be applied to over-served as well as under-served
areas, via an automatic and managed reduction in interchange.
The Financial Inclusion and Protected ATM elements of LINK pricing recognise that nationallycalculated interchange fails to deliver an ATM estate that efficiently meets local needs. They generate
subsidies for ATMs that are otherwise uneconomic. The same principle should be extended to more
profitable areas, where there are more ATMs than are required, and an interchange “haircut” should
be applied. For example an annual interchange reduction could be applied to ATMs in proximity (e.g.,
-5% within 50m and -1% within 400m). Potentially, such a reduction could apply in conjunction with
the PSR’s suggestion of multi-part tariffs for fixed and variable costs.
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It is not yet clear that the industry has arrived at a workable definition of which areas require help
under the “protected ATM” scheme; the PSR can help facilitate a focussed discussion on this, noting
that the scheme considers only the existing estate. At the same time, the discussion must consider a
definition for areas that are over-served and merit an interchange reduction.

LBG proposal 2: Discussion of LINK interchange should account for impact on the broader
cash and payments ecosystem and should allow for innovation beyond ATMs
The PSR’s paper would benefit from setting the question of LINK interchange in a broader context. On
the demand side, customers value not the ATM itself, but the ability to pay for goods and services with
reasonable convenience. On the supply side, the ATM is not the only way to meet the customer’s need
for cash, while cash is not the only way to meet the customer’s need to pay for goods and services.
While the PSR states the overall objective is “to support cash access which meets the needs of users”,
the PSR should consider how interchange affects non-ATM cash provision, and also the effects of
interchange on the evolution of digital payments.

Specifically, the PSR should consider how

interchange, and the LINK system itself, affect


the incentive to innovate and deploy alternate mechanisms for cash delivery;
such as sponsored cashback



the ability of card issuers to use schemes other than LINK to deliver ATM access



the ability and incentive for card issuers and other players to innovate in payments
beyond cash from both the customer and merchant perspective

Designing an interchange system that accurately reflects local needs is challenging and complicated.
Consumers and businesses would be better served by managing this complexity through flexibility.
There are alternatives to 24/7 ATMs which could be more proportionate and efficient in remote areas,
enabling more widespread deployment of a reduced service. For example:


Local retailers/pubs/forecourts could earn LINK interchange in return for cash
provision from the till.

These businesses often call for the availability of cash:

enabling LINK to serve those outlets would empower them to solve their own issues,
while avoiding the introduction of expensive low-utilisation infrastructure.


Cash delivery teams could be set up, paid via LINK, to distribute cash directly to
customers (akin to mobile branches); instead of visiting towns and villages to load
ATMs, they could provide regular slots for local people to collect cash. While forgoing
24/7 access, this would have the benefit of avoiding expensive low-utilisation
infrastructure while being highly flexible to adjust on a week-by-week basis, for
example to reflect seasonal needs.

If LINK is unable to support such initiatives flexibly and efficiently, then issuers should be encouraged
to explore them directly. The PSR should be aware of the risk of LINK ATMs crowding-out such
initiatives at the local level. Specifically, there must be scope for the removal of “protected”
status from ATM operators where other local alternatives come into play.
In the same vein, the role of Pay-to-Use ATMs should be reassessed. They can be a last-resort way
to provide cash, however there is also potential for them to take advantage of localised market power.
When interchange is set at less than 30p per transaction, it is unclear why pay-to-use tariffs are usually
several multiples higher. In particular, it could be possible for a deployer to switch a machine to PTU,
thus pushing a nearby FTU machine into Protected Status. It would be reasonable for the PSR to
review local economics where transitions have been made from FTU to PTU, and to review the level
and prevalence of PTU charges more broadly.
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LBG Proposal 3:

LINK governance should be reviewed and the management given

incentives to drive efficiency and resolve economic issues.
It is unclear that any nationally-determined interchange mechanism is capable of reflecting local
issues, even if local bands or adjustments are applied. It is even less clear that such a mechanism
can account for future trends in demand and supply of payments, driven by changing technology and
behaviour. While there is advantage, as the PSR notes, in a favourably predictable environment for
investors in infrastructure, there is also disadvantage in a rigid mechanism that cannot respond to
changing circumstances. It would seem preferable to establish principles and governance that could
ensure flexibility at scheme level, regardless of proposals to adjust the structure and level of
interchange regime.
LINK was established to administer a mechanistic cost-recovery system, which has delivered the
perverse consequences identified by the PSR.

Attempts to highlight the problems and establish

solutions faltered under the previous LINK governance, and it remains unclear that LINK Board has
the right incentives and structures to deliver the changes envisaged by the PSR, and expanded upon
in this paper.

Meanwhile, banks are under considerable pressure to maintain “suitably wide”

financial access via ATMs, but it is unclear whether there is an incentive or mandate, at scheme level,
to deliver “economic efficiency”.

Incentives at scheme level should complement initiatives

regarding pricing of machines and transactions.
The PSR should take the opportunity to consider how LINK can be given the incentives, as any wellrun organisation, to do more with less. As a major debit card issuer, LBG upholds the commitment to
serve customers across low-profit areas; LINK should play a role in helping the industry build greater
efficiency in higher-profit areas.
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NoteMachine submission to the PSR’s call for views on
incentives to deploy free-to-use ATMs in the LINK network
July 2019
Introduction
1. NoteMachine welcomes this call for views and understands that its primary focus is on the
interchange fee’s structure. However, it cannot and should not overlook that the fundamental
issue arises from the level of the fee and the urgency around finding a solution. Further, we
contend that a ‘LINK network’, as stated in the consultation’s title, is actually a card scheme. LINK
is an ATM scheme that sets the operational rules and terms of trade between members.
2. Whilst we agree with many elements of this consultation, it is based in part on how things once
were. The world has changed drastically since the 2001 Office of Fair Trading (OFT) ruling. For
example, the role of cash provision at ATM locations considered remote has shifted from the
banks to the independent ATM deployers (IADs). As such, any changes to the interchange fee’s
structure resulting from this consultation must be tested to ensure they are compliant with
competition law which, as we have argued, is not the case for the recent arbitrary cuts to the
interchange fee itself.
3. IADs have played an instrumental role in ensuring the provision of free access to cash. Many UK
financial institutions have withdrawn from the remote ATM market as their ATMs are mostly
branch-based, though there has been a major fall in withdrawal numbers in these locations.
Through remote placement, IADs are providing an invaluable service to people in areas where
cash is most needed, stimulating local economies and helping to revive high streets whilst
ensuring the UK’s most vulnerable have free access to cash. IADs have also been able to fill the
gap left by the two to three bank branches that are now closing each day on average.
We are calling on the PSR to:
1. Support the cancellation of LINK’s third planned reduction of the interchange fee in
January 2021 and the reversing of the previous reductions as an interim measure. This
should include supporting the establishment of a mechanism that is independent of the
card scheme to provide economic access to cash.
2. Urgently reinstate a scheme broadly similar to the original KPMG cost-study that set the
interchange fee to stabilise the market, encompassing all UK issued cards for free access,
whilst a longer-term solution is found.
3. Commission an independent economic study from a regulatory point of view looking at
how value is distributed throughout the supply chain and addressing monopolistic
behaviour from the banks and card providers.
4. Creation of free access to cash as a utility with regulated pricing and ensure that cash’s
infrastructure reflects this with an accompanying Universal Service Obligation. This
must include:
- Better use of data and AI to determine local demand, ‘just in time’ cash flows,
and the local recycling of cash;
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-

Increasing the number of cash input devices and rolling them out to every major
retail centre in the UK;
Application to all card schemes in the UK; and
Reducing large infrastructure costs through a simplified supply chain.

5. The PSR should explore the market trends for branch and remote ATMs separately
before making recommendations at a whole market level.
Current interchange fee structure and its impact
4. The current interchange fee structure has led to a reduction in the number of free to use ATMs,
restricting people’s ability to access cash. This runs counter to what the Treasury Committee and
Natalie Ceeney’s Access to Cash report have advocated and has disproportionately impacted upon
society’s most vulnerable, especially those living in rural areas.
5. The reduction in ATM cash withdrawals has been driven in part by falling numbers of branchbased ATMs as bank branches have closed. This is because the interchange rates have risen in
these locations due to a combination of reduced footfall and installations of expensive new
hardware. The PSR should therefore explore the market trends for branch and remote ATMs
separately before making recommendations at a whole market level.
6. The current interchange fee paid by banks to IADs when a consumer withdraws cash has been
reduced by ten per cent in the last six months and is making ATMs uneconomical to run, especially
on a free to use basis. This reduction involved two separate five per cent cuts in July 2018 and
January 2019, with a third five per cent cut under review for January 2021. Factoring in the
removal of the volume adjustment this has resulted in a decrease of 12 per cent.
7. This fee was calculated by an audited KPMG cost study, which used the real cost prior to 2018 of
maintaining the UK’s current free to use ATM network. It did this by adding up the total annual
costs of operating the free to use ATM estate and dividing it by the number of relevant
transactions in that year to give an average costs per transaction for the following year.
8. However, the first two cuts (July 2018/January 2019) were not based on an assessment of this
kind. In doing so, LINK did not consider the impact this would have on consumers and the widereaching consequences for the network which has led to thousands of ATMs being converted to
pay to use from free to use operations.
9. This poses a significant threat to consumers as their ability to withdraw cash has become greatly
reduced. As a result, IADs are considering which ATMs are no longer economically viable to run.
NoteMachine is considering the future viability of over 1,000 of its free to use machines. Further,
declining ATM usage among consumers exacerbates the challenges associated with the reduced
interchange fee for IADs as fewer transactions mean a higher relative cost of the interchange fee
per transaction. We are extremely concerned by this vicious cycle as it risks more operators
moving away from free to use and further reductions in ATM numbers.
10. The interchange fee structure and the fee itself is highly detrimental to consumers and many
retailers, particularly the smaller ones where their ATMs provide access to cash in the absence of
any alternative. Both these should be considered key stakeholders and the PSR should consider
the impact of the interchange reduction on retailers. The convenience sector cannot be expected
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to provide a service which the banks have chosen not to offer or fund. Convenience stores have
become a one stop shop for services including bill payments, the Post Office, and ATMs.
11. The impact of removing an ATM or moving it to pay to use is having a massive impact on shops’
turnover (see case study 1 in the appendix). The Association of Convenience Stores has shown the
average store’s sales decline ten per cent after its ATM has converted from free to pay to use.
12. Whilst IADs and retailers struggle as a result of the reduction to the interchange fee, the banks’
profits have benefitted hugely as they pick up lower interchange costs or none at all where
consumers pay to access cash. This is unfair and cannot continue at the expense of vulnerable
consumers. This is especially the case considering the banks do not now want to install and run
ATMs and have since been happy in many cases, to sell their ATMs to independent operators.
13. Simultaneously, banks have reduced branches and associated ATM(s). They can still supply cash
to consumers via IADs and benefit from the reduction in costs of closing a branch. Alongside this,
they have been pushing the use of cards and have invested heavily in contactless and mobile
payments meaning they can accelerate card growth which off sets any MIF reduction and
generates more revenue (paid for by merchants who prefer cards irrespective of the merchant
indifference test that was used to set the MIF).
14. Converting machines to pay to use would not be a moral choice for us, as we have always operated
a free to use model where possible, but a necessary one if our machines are to remain
economically viable. Without continued free access to cash, household debt will increase for
vulnerable consumers and the wider economy will suffer yet another hammer blow. Whilst the
establishment of the Joint Authorities Cash Strategy Group (JACS) was welcome, unless there is
immediate action, the infrastructure that supplies cash to communities is in danger of
disappearing altogether. Once this infrastructure has gone it will be nigh on impossible to replace.
15. It is imperative, therefore, that the PSR ensures the regulatory and economic environment in
which IADs operate is one which facilitates continued free access to cash. At a minimum, as an
interim measure this must include cancelling the third planned reduction of the interchange fee
in January 2021 and reversing the previous reductions, as well as establishing in the near-term a
mechanism that is independent of the card scheme to provide economic access to cash. An
immediate return to the original LINK cost-study methodology, and strict observance of its
findings, based on the results of the 2019 study, is also paramount whilst a solution on the way
forward can be discussed and agreed.
16. We also disagree with the idea that interchange fees should be geographically based due to our
belief we are providing a utility. Moreover, such a structure would be very difficult to implement
and manage. LINK’s Financial Inclusion Scheme only affects a relatively low proportion of the UK
ATM estate. We envisage that a larger scale differentiation of fees would be considerably more
difficult to administer. We do not think that the suggested “multi part” tariffs are appropriate due
to the different proportions of fixed versus marginal costs incurred by different operators with
different operating cost structures. Other LINK measures have also proven ineffectual, like the
‘super premium’ for example (see appendix 2).
17. It is critical that operators have reasonable certainty of future pricing if continued investments are
to be made. It is also clear that regulatory and compliance costs have escalated sharply in the last
few years and there is no sign that this will abate. There must be a clear mechanism that
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recognises these costs in interchange pricing, otherwise the network will decay because it is now
uneconomic to make the capital investment needed to maintain it.
ATM costs / structures
18. The consultation implies decisions regarding ATM placement are largely driven by the costs of
deploying and maintaining machines in non-urban areas. This is not the case. NoteMachine has
always operated on a utility basis of averaging costs across the network with decisions based on
the availability of a suitable location to place an ATM, combined with a prediction of likely usage.
The only other major consideration is security.
19. For example, we bear most of the costs associated with cash losses from raids, and therefore the
suitability of the proposed premises and the history of attacks in the area are key considerations
when deciding whether to locate an ATM. If our policy was to only deploy ATMs in urban locations,
the logical conclusion would be that outlying areas would be ignored by the independent industry.
Our-wide distribution of ATM network makes it clear this is not the case, and our placements
follow the distribution of the UK population.
20. The costs of space and physical installation are often cheaper outside the major conurbations and
there are both supply and demand effects arising from placing an ATM. If it is convenient, then
more people will use it. ATMs which do not reach the projected transaction levels are removed
and re-sited.
21. We also believe access to a wider range of banking services could be provided through the LINK
scheme if interchange fees were set at realistic levels. For example, cash deposit, which is
technically possible as a LINK transaction. However, no meaningful implementation on a large
scale has been possible due to the lack of agreed interchange rates and the ability for issuers to
decide whether or not they wish to support deposit transactions. Resolution of this could help
financial institutions carry out branch closure programmes, but the compensation to providers
must be set at realistic levels which reflect the true level of cost avoidance on the part of the
banks, the fees that they levy on their customers, and the considerable hardware, software and
servicing costs that operators will face.
22. Other services could be provided through ATMs if financial institutions permitted them and were
prepared to pay IADs for providing them to their cardholders. For example, mini statements are
popular. The challenger banks for whom we provide services almost universally request this
feature, and consumers find it a great benefit in budgeting to know what has recently come in and
gone out of their accounts. The mechanism exists to provide this service and the financial
institutions should support it and pay providers a fair sum for doing so.
The case for a more “utility approach” to cash
23. The consultation repeatedly refers to the notion of “incentives” to provide ATM services. In our
view this is a misnomer. We are firmly of the view that we are providing a utility service – without
independent operators consumers would have great difficulty in accessing widespread free to use
ATMs – and all we require is to be fairly and predictably remunerated at a level that provides an
acceptable return on investment. A further reason why “incentivisation” is an inappropriate term
is because it is very unlikely that any new entrants will be attracted at this mature stage of the
market.
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24. We do not recognise the PSR’s characterisation of the dynamics of ATM supply and reiterate that
an ATM only survives in a location if there is enough demand to warrant its continued existence.
Regarding the service as a utility will be a more fruitful way of maintaining access to cash. To do
this, deployers need an interchange structure which adequately compensates them for the
investments they have made to serve the customers of the financial institutions, and one in which
changes are justified, understandable, predictable and not applied in an arbitrary manner.
25. The interchange structure needs to recognise that space costs money which is why site owners
also require compensation that at least equals the opportunity cost of using the space to offer
some other product or service. Initiatives such as publicising banking services in Post Offices are
cosmetic and not convenient for most consumers. . The benefit to local economies that arises
from access to cash and local circulation must not be underestimated.
26. Maintaining free access to cash is essential for the economy and consequently the model for
providing free access to cash needs to ensure IADs are able to continue to service customer need.
A regulated utility model must recognise the realities of ATMs and free cash supply, and be
designed accordingly.
Changes to the cash infrastructure
27. To support a more utility approach to cash, its infrastructure needs to account for demographic
need and be equally weighted between those areas where there is significant demand for cash
and a high population and those areas where there is significant demand for cash but a low
population. Currently, the infrastructure does not reflect the needs of the population to have free
access to cash. Instead, it reflects the needs of only those areas with the largest population which
doesn’t necessarily reflect genuine demand.
28. Reform to the infrastructure is urgent as large banks continue to close their local branches. A
radical overhaul is needed to reduce large cash centre operations and introduce a cash input
mechanism across the UK. This should be implemented via devices that enable retailers and
businesses to deposit cash in real time into their accounts and receive same day value. This would
help avoid retailers having to travel long distances to their local bank branch to deposit cash. It
would also help reduce their costs further as the input fee would be set at a fairer price than
banks’ current fees.
29. A far greater real-time analysis of data from cash input and output within the system means AI
can optimise the delivery and collection of cash on a real, just-in-time basis. This would
dramatically reduce the amount of physical cash needed to operate the system, lower costs and
increase access for all.
30. NoteMachine’s proposal (see appendix 3) aims to halve some existing infrastructure costs, namely
by reducing the need for cash centres and depots, with improved ability to respond quickly to
changes in consumer demand in localities. More detail on the technology and innovations
available to reduce the physical infrastructure while maintaining a more reliable and cost-effective
cash infrastructure is set out in more detail in appendix 3, and NoteMachine’s white paper, The
future of the UK’s cash infrastructure.
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31. Fundamentally, we believe a more streamlined and cost-efficient infrastructure which, principally,
would be driven by AI and data to identify where cash is most needed in certain localities, is
necessary. This would create a level playing field for players of all sizes, not just the large banks,
and ensure cash is recycled more quickly in localities.
Reduction in cash centres
32. We believe it necessary to dramatically reduce the number of large cash centres from 30+ to 15,
as well as their individual sizes. Similarly, the depots to which cash currently flows should also be
reduced from 70+ to 35.
33. After passing through consumers and retailers, often, the banknotes that businesses and banks
receive in payment are returned to one of the Note Circulation Scheme (NCS) members, either
directly or through a bank. This is because banknotes need to be stored securely or because
banknotes don’t earn interest, so retailers pay them into a bank where they can earn interest.
34. However, some retailers and businesses use banknotes received from customers to fill their own
ATMs, for example. This is known as local recycling, whereby notes are not returned to an NCS
member and authenticated. Instead, they are put straight back into the local cash ecosystem.
Hence, we argue there isn’t the need for the current number of large cash centres and depots.
Through more local recycling, and an increase in input cash devices (see below), the cash
ecosystem can be localised, streamlined and made more cost-efficient, ensuring cash is located
where it is most needed.
Input cash devices
35. As above, for local cash recycling to be increased, it is essential the number of input cash devices
or ATMs that have deposit-taking capability is increased. Allowing businesses to pay in or deposit
cash more easily and cost-efficiently means generating real-time credit is much easier. However,
these machines need to be rolled out on a much larger scale across every major retail centre in
Britain. Only then can they start to replace the need for having costly cash centres that store cash
ineffectually. If recycling technology was used this would promote local recycling and reduce cash
processing costs.
36. NoteMachine would place these devices as demand warranted. In effect, the AI is like that used
for projecting and deciding the requirements for ATM filling. However, we need an interchange
fee set as for ATM fees – aimed at small businesses paying in cash. At present, expensive and gives
ample scope for a lower cost alternative, as well as creating more competition in SME banking.
Competition would be driven by location attractions for SMEs to easily access.
37. ‘Domestic’ cash would be accommodated through ATMs with deposit taking functionality. These
could be rolled out – subject to adequate ‘free’ MIF on both ‘cash out’ and ‘cash in’.
Better use of data / artificial intelligence
38. To further enhance any future emphasis on local cash recycling, AI needs to be the key driver of
this. And so, any reform to the current cash infrastructure must commit to continuously looking
at device level activity, to enable precise timing of deliveries and collections ‘Just in Time’.
39. External data inputs from history and changing footfall, as well as local input (e.g. major sporting
events, school holidays etc.), would add invaluable data to the overall AI engine which, ultimately,
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can help to better determine the movement of cash. Just-in-time delivery and real time credit
input, though things like input cash devices, would dramatically improve cashflow and lower
economic friction.
40. NoteMachine ATMs currently take over 19 external feeds to inform their decision making and
anticipate demand as well as continually monitor actual demand. Nationally, our machines already
do this as part of or cash processing
An economic model driven by fair fee structures
41. Underpinning these three features, however, must be a sustainable economic and regulatory
environment in which all market players can operate. For this level playing field, some cash devices
should have an input mechanism and be funded on an interchange basis. This interchange fee
should be a universal multilateral one (MIF) on a free to the consumer basis where card issuers
pay.
42. This would apply to all UK issued debit cards including those outside of LINK like VISA and
MasterCard. This would prevent issuers or acquirers gaming the system and using a scheme which
does not pay its way on the acquiring system.
43. In common with other regulated activities, the PSR would be informed by the old (or similar) cost
study audited by KPMG for LINK expanded for other scheme transactions. There would then be
consultation between regulators and industry participants to consider variance.
44. This MIF would still be applied to ATMs that charge that enable such machines to have lower
transaction costs. The overall charges should be capped by the regulator where it exists to avoid
misuse. This route is so that the market can compete for transactions, creating either greater free
coverage through competition or retailers paying a contribution to enable it to be free, or a very
small charge for low volume ATMs.
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Appendix 1: Case study: Impact of interchange fee and pay to use ATM conversion on retailer
Anonymous
I am writing to you as I need to highlight the effect of the ATM charge being added on to the ATM
machine transactions at one of my stores. The ATM machine was free to use for customers and now
it’s been changed to 95p per transaction. When this was free to use it attracted more customers to
the business but also helped to increase the number of people using the ATM machine.
It’s very disappointing that it has come to a point where every customer is being affected by this
charge. I understand it may not mean a lot to yourself, but a couple of pounds is a lot of money for
customers in this area, especially when they use the cash machine three to four times a day.
Not only has this caused a dramatic dip in shop sales, but from when this has been auctioned it has
got worse as days have went on. The store has dropped over £4000 turnover in just one week. From
doing over £22,000 in sales per week to hitting just over £16,000 now.
You can also see from your system the transaction has dropped to less than half since the change
came into place as the customers have so many options available.
It is really worrying that staff members of this store are worried as they feel the way the sales are
dropping their jobs will be at risk because of this charge being added to the ATM machine. Over time
this may cause great inconvenience and have an effect on the community.
Appendix 2: NoteMachine Sites receiving enhanced interchange
Eligible Premium
£0.10
£0.20
£0.30
£0.43
£0.81
£2.75
Total

No of ATMs
67
103
84
11
13
2
280

Link has applied a scatter gun approach to this and in doing so has failed to address the underlying
issue. For example, it has subsidised sites for NoteMachine including the McLaren manufacturing
plant – a workplace ATM allowing no access to the public.
Appendix 3: NoteMachine’s vision for a future cash cycle
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Free to Use cash access and inbound cash model *

Fee – ‘MIF’ - Multi-Lateral Interchange Fee
*Extract from NoteMachine White Paper, The future of the UK’s cash infrastructure
NoteMachine has set out its vision for a new cash infrastructure based on increased use of AI and
real-time data to allow for a more efficient, and more cost-effective, distribution system for free
cash. This is outlined in the diagram above, and in more detail in NoteMachine’s White Paper, The
future of the UK’s cash infrastructure.
Specifically, NoteMachine is calling on the JACS Group to consider the following three features as part
of the future cash infrastructure:
1. Reduction in cash centres
Unlike with the current cash infrastructure, NoteMachine proposes dramatically reducing the number
of large cash centres from 30+ to 15, as well as their individual sizes. Similarly, the depots to which
cash currently flows, should also be reduced from 70+ to 35.
After passing through consumers and retailers, often, the banknotes that businesses and banks
receive in payment are returned to one of the Note Circulation Scheme (NCS) members, either directly
or through a bank. This is because banknotes need to be stored securely or because banknotes don’t
earn interest, so retailers pay them into a bank where they can earn interest.
However, some retailers and businesses use banknotes received from customers to fill their own
ATMs, for example. This is known as local recycling, whereby notes are not returned to an NCS
member and authenticated, they are put straight back into the local cash ecosystem.
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Hence, NoteMachine argues there isn’t the need for the current number of large cash centres and
depots. Through more local recycling, and an increase in input cash devices (see below), the cash
ecosystem can be localised, streamlined and made more cost-efficient, ensuring cash is located where
it is most needed.
2. Input cash devices
As above, for local cash recycling to be increased, it is essential the number of input cash devices or
ATMs that have deposit-taking capability is increased. Allowing businesses to pay in or deposit cash
more easily and cost-efficiently means generating real-time credit is much easier.
However, these machines need to be rolled out on a much larger scale across every major retail centre
in Britain. Only then can they start to replace the need for having costly cash centres that store cash
ineffectually.
3. Better use of data / artificial intelligence
To further enhance any future emphasis on local cash recycling, AI needs to be the key driver of this.
And so, any reform to the current cash infrastructure must commit to continuously looking at device
level activity, in turn, allowing things like rescheduling of deliveries and collections.
External data inputs from history and changing footfall, as well as local input (e.g. major sporting
events, school holidays etc.), would add invaluable data to the overall AI engine which, ultimately, can
help to better determine the movement of cash. Just-in-time delivery and real time credit input,
though things like input cash devices, would dramatically improve cashflow and lower economic
friction.
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The future of the UK’s cash infrastructure, June 2019
NoteMachine white paper

Introduction
Recent Which? research has highlighted the scale of the problem facing free access to cash in the UK:
2.2 million people depend entirely on cash, and as many as 25 million people rely in some way on free access to
cash. Access to cash, especially free access, is under major threat. Cash usage dropped by 16 per cent in 2018 and
ATMs closed and /or switched to pay-to-use models at an alarming rate.
To safeguard the future of free access to cash, large scale reform to the cash distribution infrastructure and
reimbursement system is needed. A universal system should be implemented which does not discriminate
against smaller market players whilst unfairly protecting the interestsof large banks.
This paper puts forward a set of features that must be considered as part of the future of the cash
infrastructure. Specifically, it is aimed at informing the work of the newly formed Joint Authorities Cash
Strategy Group.
It outlines how government, regulators and industry can ensure the long-term future of free access to cash.
These features include:
1. A reduction in large infrastructure costs i.e. the number of cash centres;
2. More accessible input cash devices rolled out across every major UK retail centre; and
3. An increase in the use of AI to help better identify local demand.
Together, these features would ensure a smoother, more efficient and, ultimately, more economically viable
cash infrastructure system. The cost of infrastructure would be radically reduced, given the more efficient
use of AI to determine local cash demand via a constant feedback loop.
Underpinning these changes, however, must also be an economic and regulatory environment in which all
market players can operate. In the first instance, this should involve the immediate return to LINK’s previous coststudy mechanism that determined the interchange fee, audited by KPMG. In the longer-term, all cash devices
should have a cash input mechanism on an interchange basis. This interchange fee should be a universal
multilateral one (MIF) on a free basis where card issuers pay. This should be regulated and independent of
LINK.
Context
While a great number of recent reports have looked at cash and its importance for certain groups or
geographies, such as the Access to Cash Review and Treasury Committee inquiry into access to financial
services – both of which NoteMachine welcomed - they have failed to identify the real issues at play and
provide genuine solutions.
The UK public has enjoyed free access to cash for the last decade. Almost all withdrawals in the UK are free at the
point of use and the spread of cash machines outside of banks has increased consumer choice and
accessibility. There are currently 50,000 free-to-use ATMs in the UK, and many of these are clustered in the
same areas, such as towns, busy high streets, and retail centres.
Whilst the number of transactions has declined slightly, the number of withdrawals has gone up. With over 2.9
billion cash withdrawals across the UK in 2018, cash is still widespread and the primary payment method
for large numbers of people. Many people still see an important role for cash in their
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lives, particularly when making smaller transactions, and over 50 per cent of consumers in the UK use their card
at a cash machine every week.
Cash usage across the UK has been falling for the past ten years, with the percentage of payments by cash
dropping from 63 per cent of all payments to 34 per cent. However, throughout this period the number of
ATMs has risen substantially. In order to reduce the number of ATMs, particularly in urban areas, LINK made a
decision to reduce the interchange fee by 15 per cent in three instalments from July 2018. The interchange
fee is the cost paid to independent ATM operators by banks for each transaction.
The reduction in the interchange fee has affected the economic viability of free-to-use ATMs,
particularly those in rural and isolated areas which experience less footfall. The first two reductions in the
interchange fee, in July 2018 and January 2019 respectively, have placed unprecedented strain on ATM
operators, causing many to convert their machines to a pay-to-use model.
Since the reductions, there has also been a significant reduction in ATM numbers. From July 2018, there were
circa 3,500 fewer ATMs in total (5.3 per cent) and circa 2,100 fewer free-to-use ATMs (4 per cent), an annual
reduction of around ten per cent which positively corresponds with the 10 per cent reduction in the
interchange fee.
As a result, the inefficiencies in the cash infrastructure system have become increasingly apparent as the cost
of tracking and moving cash has become clear. This is why it is essential there is a wholesale reconfiguration of
the UK’s cash infrastructure.
The existing cash cycle
The current cash infrastructure involves 30 cash centres which receive their notes directly from central banks.
Cash is then distributed via lorry to 70+ depots, and from there to 20,000 branches and the 65,000 ATMs.
This cash is then used in the local economy, from where it is eventually deposited into banks and makes its way
back to depots, and cash centres, before going back to central banks.
See the below diagram of how the existing cash cycle works:
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This process is currently extremely costly and inefficient. Cash is often moved to areas where it is not needed,
left in places where it needs to be removed, and moved piecemeal to areas which make it extremely
expensive.
This is in part due to a lack of real-life data used throughout the process, meaning there is insufficient
information informing the movement of cash across the UK.
The case for a more “utility approach” to cash
The current cash infrastructure does not account for demographic need and is too heavily weighted towards
those areas where there is significant demand for cash. This does not reflect the needs of the population to
have free access to cash, rather than those areas with the largest population.
Reform of this system is particularly urgent as large banks continue to close their local branches, which the
current system heavily depends upon. A radical overhaul is needed to reduce large cash centre operations
and introduce a cash input mechanism across the UK. This would be implemented via devices that enable
retailers and businesses to deposit cash in real time into their accounts and receive same day value. This would
help avoid retailers having to travel long distances to their local bank branch to deposit cash. It would also
help reduce their costs further as the input fee would be set at a fairer price than bank’s current fee for
doing this.
A far greater real-time analysis of data from cash input and output within the system means AI can optimise
the delivery and collection of cash on a real just-in-time basis. This would dramatically reduce the amount of
physicalcashneededtooperatethesystem, lowercostsandincreaseaccessfor all.
NoteMachine’s proposal aims to halve existing infrastructure costs, namely by reducing the need for cash
centres and depots, with improved ability to respond quickly to changes in consumer demand in localities.
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The below diagram illustrates NoteMachine’s vision for a changed model of UK cash utility:

Fundamentally, NoteMachine proposes a more streamlined and cost-efficient infrastructure which,
principally, would be driven by AI and data to identify where cash is most needed in certain localities. This
would allow a level playing field for players of all sizes, not just the large banks, and ensure cash is recycled
more quickly in localities.
Specifically, NoteMachine is calling on the JACS Group to consider the following three features as part of the
future cash infrastructure:
1. Reduction in cashcentres
Unlike with the current cash infrastructure, NoteMachine proposes dramatically reducing the number of large
cash centres from 30+ to 15, as well as their individual sizes. Similarly, the depots to which cash currently
flows, should also be reduced from 70+ to 35.
After passing through consumers and retailers, often, the banknotes that businesses and banks receive in
payment are returned to one of the Note Circulation Scheme (NCS) members, either directly or through a bank.
This is because banknotes need to be stored securely or because banknotes don’t earn interest, so retailers
pay them into a bank where they can earn interest.
However, some retailers and businesses use banknotes received from customers to fill their own ATMs,
for example. This is known as local recycling, whereby notes are not returned to an NCS member and
authenticated, they are put straight back into the local cash ecosystem.
Hence, NoteMachine argues there isn’t the need for the current number of large cash centres and depots.
Through more local recycling, and an increase in input cash devices (see below), the cash ecosystem can be
localised, streamlined and made more cost-efficient, ensuring cash is located where it is most needed.
2. Input cash devices
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As above, for local cash recycling to be increased, it is essential the number of input cashdevices or ATMs that
have deposit-taking capability is increased. Allowing businesses to pay in or deposit cash more easily and
cost-efficiently means generating real-time credit is much easier.
However, these machines need to be rolled out on a much larger scale across every major retail centre in Britain.
Only then can they start to replace the need for having costly cash centres that store cash ineffectually.
3. Better use of data / artificial intelligence
To further enhance any future emphasis on local cash recycling, AI needs to be the key driver of this. And so,
any reform to the current cash infrastructure must commit to continuously looking at device level activity,
in turn, allowing things like rescheduling of deliveries and collections.
External data inputs from history and changing footfall, as well as local input (e.g. major sporting events,
school holidays etc.), would add invaluable data to the overall AI engine which, ultimately, can help to better
determine the movement of cash. Just-in-time delivery and real time credit input, though things like
input cash devices, would dramatically improve cashflow and lower economic friction.
An economics driven by fair fee structures
Underpinning these three features, however, must be a sustainable economic and regulatory
environment in which all market players can operate.
For this level playing field, all cash devices should have an input mechanism on an interchange basis. This
interchange fee should be a universal multilateral one (MIF) on a free basis where card issuers pay.
This would still be applied to ATM surcharges that enable such machines to have lower transaction costs.
This is so that the market can compete for transactions, creating greater free coverage through competition or
retailers paying a contribution.
Next steps
In light of the above, NoteMachine is calling on the JACS Group to:
1. Consider its proposal for a utility approach to cash, including incorporating a reduction in large cash
centres, an increase in input devices, better use of data and artificial intelligence, and an economics
driven by fair fee structures.
2. Commission anindependent economic study from a regulatory pointofview lookingat how value is
distributed throughout the supply chain and addressing monopolistic behaviour from the banks and
card providers.
3. Urgently reinstate the original KPMG cost-study mechanism that determined the LINK interchange fee to
stabilise the market whilst a longer-term solution can be found.
4. Ensure the JACS Group has protecting the role of ATMs as the primary means of accessing cash as a core
objective of its work programme.
NoteMachine is looking forward to continuing its work with government and the regulators to
ensure fee access to cash for the UK’s most vulnerable can be maintained.
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PSR Review of the Structure of LINK
Interchange Fees: Call for Views
The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) welcomes the opportunity to respond to this Call for Views. Within this
response you will find the RBS position in relation to ensuring continued payment choice and access to cash
for consumers. The response also includes RBS’s views in relation to the specific LINK interchange questions
posed by the PSR but in so doing, RBS wish to emphasise that ATMs are only one means by which customers
access cash in the UK. RBS would caution against looking at LINK interchange fees in isolation from such other
channels given the wider debate on Access to Cash.

1. We agree with the PSR review’s policy objectives, but think its considerations should
be broader than LINK interchange
RBS strongly supports the PSR’s objective to ensure continued payment choice for UK consumers, including
their sustained access to cash in an increasingly digital market.
We believe all banks have a societal responsibility to provide appropriate free cash-access (herein referred to
as ‘access’) to consumers who both need or want to use it. We also believe that ATMs, though an important
consumer channel, cannot be solely relied upon to provide this access.
Consequently, we do not believe that a review of the LINK interchange structure and ATM deployer
incentivisation alone can ensure well distributed, geographic and socioeconomic access to cash in the long
term.
Instead, we believe that free access needs to be considered and reviewed more broadly. We think the
objective of this broader review should be to ensure that fair, sustainable and multichannel1 cash-access can
be provided to consumers at the most efficient cost. We do not think a review which looks only to sustain the
current level of ATM coverage, through iterations of the interchange structure or its incentives, will meet the
overall policy objectives the PSR have set out.
Achieving this broader cash coverage objective requires close collaboration between independent bodies,
cash supply chain members, banks and regulators. RBS already plays an active role in this work and maintains
a close dialogue with LINK, the Post Office and regulators on the topic of access to cash issues. We also chair
the recently established UK Finance ‘Access to Cash’ (A2C) Steering Group2.

2. We agree there is a growing imbalance in ATM coverage as location strategy becomes
more commercially driven
Compared to similar countries, the UK has a high number of cash access points provided by ATMs, the Post
Office and bank branches3. In fact, from 2008 up until 2017, the number of free-to-use ATMs steadily grew,
peaking at ~53k despite a drop in cash usage of 50% over the same period. Despite this growth, there is a
problem with the geographic and socioeconomic coverage of these devices, which is becoming increasingly
inconsistent and unevenly distributed.
Currently, ATM deployers drive the location strategy and can choose where they install free-to-use devices – a
factor we believe is contributing to the growing coverage problem.
1. Includes diverse cash access points, ranging from ATMs and Post Offices, to bank branches and retailers.
2. The A2C Steering Group’s members include key industry players and major banks. The group is chaired by RBS Chief of Staff, Helen Grimshaw.
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3. The UK has a comparatively high number of ATMs per person compared to other developed economies. Currently, 99.7% of homes are within 3 miles of a Post Office.

As observed by the PSR, deployers are generally concentrating ATMs in urban centres and we agree that the
reason for this oversupply is predominantly a commercial one; deployers receive more economic benefit from
installing additional ATMs here (where usage is high and costs are proportionately lower), than consumers
receive in improved access.
Conversely, rural areas tend to have fewer ATMs; their comparatively low usage and high service costs make
them commercially less attractive to deployers than their urban counterparts. Despite their consumer and
societal value, deployers are increasingly exiting or converting these low usage ATMs to pay-to-use without
recourse, leading to an undersupply of free access.
As a result of this deployer-driven, commercially-led location strategy, consumers in both over and
undersupplied areas are not receiving a level of ATM coverage, or free access, aligned to their cash needs.
Levels of this current imbalance are negligible, but we recognise that – unless changes are made to the ATM
coverage model – the issue could worsen and negatively impact more members of society.

3. We also agree that there are growing coverage ‘gaps’ across the UK
There are currently a small number of areas where there is both an undersupply of ATMs and few/no other
access points (such as Post Offices and bank branches). Consumers here are either unable to use cash, or must
increase their reliance on a neighbouring areas’ access points. The former threatens consumers’ payment
choice and the latter places additional strain on remaining cash channels, leading to a coverage dependency
risk.
These coverage gaps can exist where access points have been removed (for example, where deployers have
exited low usage ATMs or banks have closed branches in response to changing consumer demand), or where
there has never been any cash access provided.
If the undersupply issue outlined in section 2 worsens, there is a chance that the number of coverage gaps will
also increase.
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4. There are three root causes behind these growing coverage issues:
4.1. Deployer driven location strategy:
Currently, the ATM location strategy is not owned/guaranteed by a single body – there is no defined blueprint
or set of agreed parameters defining what efficient and appropriate ATM coverage looks like in the UK. Even if
there was, there is no enforceable legislation or guarantee (against either banks or IAD deployers) to ensure
this coverage is provided.
As explained in section 2, location strategy and coverage are instead being driven by the commercial
objectives of individual deployers, rather than by the access needs of consumers.
4.2. Different levels of consumer obligation:
It is important to note that the three key players involved in ATM provision (i.e. LINK, banks and IADs) all have
different stakeholders and obligations:
•

LINK’s primary obligation is to provide society with both appropriate and efficient access to cash.

•

Banks willingly share this societal obligation, which they meet and fund as both ATM deployers and
card issuers; last year, in their capacity as card issuers, banks collectively paid ~£900m in interchange
to cover the cost of access. It is important to remember that banks also have a duty to their own
customers, shareholders and regulators. To meet all four obligations5, banks aim to provide
appropriate, cost-efficient ATM coverage, as well as free current accounts to consumers.

•

Finally IADs (who play a crucial role in the provision of free access, as they own the majority of Britain’s
ATMs) carry comparatively less societal obligation and regulation to that of banks. As non card issuers,
IADs do not pay interchange – further allowing them to focus on maximising value from their devices
and protecting their shareholders’ commercial interests.

We therefore have a situation where the obligations of those providing the majority of ATMs (i.e. the IADs)
are at odds with the obligations of those a) funding free access (i.e. the card issuing banks) and b) setting
interchange and trying to protect coverage (i.e. LINK) – effectively, deployers’ commitment to providing free
access to cash are unequal.
4.3. Interchange incentivisation alone is not the optimum mechanism through which to address coverage:
Much like a public tax is intended to pay for the NHS and public access to healthcare, interchange fees were
intended as a bank ‘tax’ to cover the cost of another fundamental societal need i.e. access to cash and
financial inclusion. Interchange was not originally meant to influence ATM supply or location strategy.
When deployer coverage met consumer needs, this interchange ‘tax’ served its purpose effectively – in
economic terms, ATM deployer supply matched ATM consumer demand and the unit cost of cash access (i.e.
interchange) sustained this equilibrium.
However, as deployers have become more commercially driven (and the abovementioned coverage issues
have arisen), LINK has begun using interchange as a way of indirectly influencing ATM supply and coverage.
They have implemented incentivisation measures, including Financial Inclusion premiums and interchange
reductions, to leverage market forces and make certain areas more/less commercially appealing to deployers.
In spite of these measures, deployers are continuing to serve areas of (profitable) oversupply and exit areas of
(unprofitable) undersupply.
Whilst this move away from interchange as a ‘tax’, towards interchange as an incentive has the right
intentions, we believe it will remain an inefficient means of addressing coverage issues, as long as ATM
location strategy remains uncontrolled/commercially driven.
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5. Our recommendations of how we think the LINK scheme could further influence and
improve ATM coverage
As outlined in section 1, we think that sustained and appropriate access to cash requires a more holistic
review of coverage, across multiple channels and access points.
As discussed in section 4.3, we also think that interchange incentivisation alone is not the optimum means of
addressing the current ATM coverage issues.
That said, until a solution to issue 4.1 is agreed, we agree with the PSR that the current interchange scheme
‘could deliver better (ATM) coverage at the same overall cost, or at a lower cost.’
We believe the following improvements to the interchange structure would support this objective:
5.1. Introduce a general set of design principles to LINK interchange:
We think the following principles would support LINK’s coverage objectives and improve the effectiveness of
incentivisation on deployer location strategy
5.1.1. Interchange fees and incentivisation should be simple and transparent:
Removing unnecessary complexity from interchange would make its incentivisations less convoluted and
allow LINK to address coverage imbalances more directly. A simpler structure would also be easier for LINK to
administer and implement.
Improved transparency around interchange (and so LINK’s desired location strategy) would de-risk coverage
from a deployer perspective; it would reduce the uncertainty in an ATMs’ business case and could make
deployers more willing to install devices in undersupplied areas.
We think these principles should be consistently applied across cash (e.g. to the Post Office Banking
Framework fees), to ensure channel coverage is consumer driven and demand-led, rather than commercially
decided.
5.1.2. Interchange fees should directly align to consumer cash needs:
As ancillary, non-cash ATM services tend to have many established alternatives (e.g. account transfers,
balance enquiries etc.) they add limited access value to consumers.
Entirely removing the cost of these services from interchange – or at least significantly decreasing them and
being transparent about how they are charged – would mean card issuers are only funding cash access (as
originally intended by interchange). This would improve the cost efficiency of the LINK scheme, and in turn
improve the sustainability of ATM coverage.
5.1.3. Interchange incentivisation must contribute towards flexible coverage:
As cash usage continues to decline in the UK, it is important that the end-to-end cash system (including its
access, acceptance and handling) downscales accordingly, allowing it to remain cost-efficient and able to
sustainably serve residual demand.
Part of this downscale should include a right-sizing of the ATM footprint. As such, it is important that
interchange incentivises deployers to adopt a flexible, medium-term coverage model, rather than a rigid, longterm one.
5.2. Continue to set interchange to address oversupply, but manage narrative:
We believe oversupply is as problematic as undersupply, as it detracts from the service of the latter. We think
this oversupply can effectively be addressed by interchange. For example, a further reduction of fees on nonprotected ATMs could promote a market driven rationalisation of oversupplied areas: ‘excess’ ATMs (i.e.
those devices over the sufficient number required to meet falling customer demand) would be gradually
exited/converted to pay-to-use in these localities, as their commercial attractiveness continues to decrease.
5. i.e. cash-access, customer service, shareholder value and regulatory compliance.
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However, we think the narrative around this type of market driven, incentivised rationalisation needs to be
better articulated – the public need to be made aware that oversupplied areas exist, and that they detract
from the coverage and commissioning of ATMs in underserved areas/gaps.
5.3. Continue to review protected ATM interchange to address undersupply, but set parameters:
We believe the current Financial Inclusion programme and its incentives should be built upon, but include
reasonable commercial parameters going forward. I.e. there should continue to be tiered – but not infinite –
premiums placed on protected ATMs.
We feel this will ensure competitive deployer coverage in undersupplied areas continues, but not at an
unreasonable cost.
We also think that premiums should be reviewed to account for increased deployment costs in certain areas,
but not at the expense of the structure becoming overly complex/zone-specific (see design principle 5.1.1 Re.
simplicity).
5.4. Regularly monitor area coverage and adjust interchange/protection accordingly:
If interchange and market forces are to continue being used as mechanisms for influencing deployer location
strategy and improving coverage, it is important that their potentially counterproductive impacts are
mitigated going forward.
I.e. LINK must ensure that interchange premiums do not lead to a swapping of under/over supply in the long
term, as certain areas become more/less profitable to deployers respectively.
To protect against this perpetuation of coverage imbalance, we believe it is necessary to regularly review an
area’s access points against consumers’ changing needs, adjusting its level of protection and interchange
where necessary and accordingly (see design principle 5.1.3 Re. flexibility).
Non-interchange/market intervention recommendations
5.5. Enhance the process for requesting cash access:
Interchange incentivisation only directly affects existing ATMs and so would only improve existing
coverage/the issues outlined in section 2.
To address the coverage gaps (outlined in section 3), UK Finance are working in partnership with LINK to
explore the feasibility of a new commissioning mechanism. Through it, members of the public could submit a
request to an independent body, who would then assess the current level of access against a set of
parameters6 and determine what access point (be it provision of an ATM or alternative channel at a shared
and reasonable industry cost) should be commissioned..
5.6. Guarantee protected ATMs:
We believe there should be additional ways of underpinning and guaranteeing protected ATMs in the event
that interchange incentivisation and market measures fail. For example, we feel it would be a real community
benefit if there were a minimum notice period during which other deployers have the option to bid for an
exited site i.e. a pre-emptive version of Direct Commissioning (which currently intervenes 2 months after
market incentivisation has failed to re-establish protected access).
Failing this, we think impacted stakeholders should be encouraged (including by regulators) to collaboratively
look at creative ways to sustain the protected ATM – or replace it with a suitable alternative channel – to the
extent it can be done at a reasonable shared cost (see recommendation 5.3 Re. commercial parameters).
5.7. Explore additional ways of rationalising areas of oversupply:
We believe there is real merit, for both consumers and regulators, in encouraging banks to develop a way of
collaborating to review any oversupply in their estates. One way to rationalise any oversupply and manage
110
6. Parameter questions might include asking: Where are retailers most concentrated in the area? Where is the nearest free access point? What are the consumer
demographics? What are the business cases for each type of access point? Etc.

the costs of opera�ng their remote ATMs, would be to set up a shared, white-label service (as per the
Netherlands model). This bank collabora�on could incen�vise more compe�tive coverage with IADs,
especially in undersupplied/protected areas.
5.7. Better align deployers’ consumer obligations:
We think considera�on should be given as to how the consumer obliga�ons of all deployers – namely those
who commercially beneﬁt from the LINK scheme – are be�er aligned to ensure there is shared accountability
(ﬁnancial or otherwise) in addressing underserved areas for consumers.
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Our response to the four specific PSR Review questions posed in the Call for Views:
Please note that the following responses make reference to our views already outlined on pages 1-6.

1. Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives) for
considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide? If not, please
explain why and set out your view of the alternative way these issues should be
analysed.
Please see section 1 of our response for detail:
•

We strongly agree with the PSR’s objective and its alignment to the broader A2C agenda set out by UK
Finance and the A2C Steering group i.e. we agree that there should be continued choice for UK
consumers about how they make payments, including through their geographically and socioeconomically widespread access to cash.

•

We agree with the customer value framework outlined in this section, but feel it is too narrowly
focused on ATMs as a channel for free cash-access. Other access points and channels (such as Post
Offices, bank branches and local retailers with cash-back) should also be considered, as their use
influences how much reliance and value an individual/area may place on an ATM.

•

We agree with the cost framework set out in section 2 of the PSR’s call, but think that ATM deployer
margins earned over and above these costs should also be explicitly considered.

•

We agree with the PSR observations that there is good, but imbalanced free access to cash coverage,
evidenced by growing areas of over and under ATM supply, as well as total coverage gaps.

•

We also agree that this ATM coverage issue has resulted from a predominantly deployer-driven,
commercially-led ATM location strategy. However, we think there three root courses that sit behind
this which should be considered (please see section 4 for detail), namely:
o Deployer-driven location strategy
o Differing levels of consumer obligation amongst ATM market players/deployers
o Interchange incentivisation not being the optimum mechanism through which to directly
address ATM coverage

2. Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the
incentives to provide ATMs?
•

When deciding which areas require incentivisation/additional ATM coverage, the availability of
alternative free cash-access points (e.g. Post Offices) should also be considered.

•

Similarly, when identifying areas for incentivisation/additional ATM coverage, changing local consumer
preference and payment profiles should be examined. For example, does the area prefer face-to-face
cash transactions or self-service devices?

•

When considering more effective incentivisation going forward, we believe that the existing Financial
Inclusion and Direct Commissioning programmes should enhanced and their impacts considered in
detail.
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3. What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as
described in the PSR paper (including in Annex 2) have?
Please see sections 2-4 of our response for detail:
•

In part, the existing interchange arrangements – and more specifically the deployer location strategy
that they look to incentivise – have begun to have a negative impact on ATM coverage and its
sustainability.

•

As cash use has fallen, the commercial viability of ATMs is no longer evenly spread across the UK.
Consequently, deployers have created (and may continue to create if the root causes in section 4 are
not addressed) an oversupply of ATMs in profitable/urban centres, and an undersupply of ATMs in
comparatively more costly/rural areas.

•

The existing Financial Inclusion and Direct Commissioning programmes are trying to address these
coverage issues and are having some success (the proportion of free-to-use ATMs increased in 2018).

•

Similarly, the recent interchange reductions applying to non-protected ATMs have gradually begun to
rationalise areas of oversupply.

•

That said, we believe these interchange incentivisation measures will remain an inefficient means of
addressing coverage issues, as long as location strategy remains uncontrolled/commercially-driven.

•

Additionally, a potentially counterproductive impact of the Financial Inclusion programme in
particular, is that its interchange premiums could lead to a long term ‘swapping’ of ATM under/over
supply, as certain areas become more/less profitable to deployers depending on their associated levels
of protection.

4. What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going
forward?
For our views on suggested changes to the interchange fee structure, please see section 5 or our response.
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Sent by e-mail
03 July 2019
Dear sir/ madam
REVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE LINK INTERCHANGE FEES: CALL FOR VIEWS
The Scottish Grocers’ Federation (SGF) is a trade association for the Scottish Convenience store sector.
There are 4,962 convenience stores in Scotland, which includes all the major symbol groups, co-ops and
convenience multiples in Scotland. SGF promotes responsible community retailing and works with key
stakeholders to encourage a greater understanding of the contribution convenience retailers make to
Scotland’s communities. In total, convenience stores provide over 40,000 jobs in Scotland. 1
Over the last year, the UK convenience sector contributed over £8.8bn in GVA and over £3.6bn in taxes.
The sector is more relevant than ever to every type of customer and has key social benefits and is of key
economic value to the economy.
Convenience stores trade across all locations in Scotland, providing a core grocery offer and expanding
range of services in response to changing consumer demands close to where people live. The valued
services provided by local shops include mobile phone top-up (83%), bill payment services (63%), cashback
(59%), and branches of the Post Office network (25%) 2.
The provision of ATMs is a key service provided by local shops for consumers to access their cash to spend
on local high streets and shopping parades. Consumers have an expectation that they will be able to
access their cash free of charge apart from in very isolated or inconvenient locations.
Our Scottish Local Shop Report 2018 highlighted that 62%of local shops provide ATMs for local people,
with 50% hosting a free-to-use (FTU) ATM and 12% having a fee charging ATM. In addition it indicates that
76% of convenience store customers pay by cash as the total value of cash spending has remained
relatively stable.

1
2

Scottish Local Shop Report 2018
Scottish Local Shop Report 2018
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SGF welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the consultation exercise and have responded to
questions 1, 2 and 3 below:

Question 1 – Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives we set out)
for considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that are set out in this paper? If
not, please explain why and set out your view of the alternative way these issues should be analysed.
SGF recognise the importance and significance of supporting cash access and protecting the current
spread of free-to-use ATMs, while also improving the access to cash more generally. We are happy to
engage with PSR in this process.
We believe that ATMs should be viewed as ‘high street enablers’ by providing consumers access to their
cash and facilitating economic spend on local high streets and shopping parades. They are a valued and
essential part of the cash architecture and are offered as part of a range of financial services provided by
Scottish convenience stores.

Question 2 – Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the
incentives to provide ATMs?
In the Scottish convenience sector 76% of customers pay by cash and we expect this will remain the
primary payment method. The average spend is £6.50 per customer visit 3 and so using cash is a
convenient way to pay for shopper missions. If c-stores are forced to relinquish their ATMs due to them
not being financially viable this will present a problem for local communities particularly those in rural
areas. This also raises the issue as to whether mobile banking services would be a sufficient replacement.

Modern local convenience stores are community assets, from providing busy families with a top up shop
facility on the one hand, to allowing patrons (particularly the elderly) with an alternative to larger or out of
town supermarkets. Many people rely on their local convenience store with the average shopper visiting
their local store 3.4 times per week 4 and with 56% 5 of customers choosing to walk as a mode of travel to
stores. Therefore a convenience store being able to provide customers with access to an ATM is an
important part of the range of services and benefits which they offer customers and the communities they
serve.
Question 3 – What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements
as described in this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
The LINK interchange fees reductions in both July 2018 and January 2019 have led to retailers being
approached by their ATM providers to renegotiate their ATM contracts. This can result in reduced or no
Scottish Local Shop Report 2018
The Scottish Local Shop Report 2017
5
The Scottish Local Shop Report 2017
3
4
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commission for retailers. This situation is not helped by there being in effect a duopoly ATM provider
market. Hosting an ATM can also incur opportunity costs for the retailer and the money received for doing
so could be viewed in certain cases as inadequate in return for what the retailer has to put out. Some of
our members are of the view that ATM costs and the implications of ATM interchange fee cuts requires
everyone needs to share the loss e.g. ATM providers were seen by some as protecting their own bottom
lines with the costs being passed down the line.
ATMs in local shops have become increasingly valuable due to the bank branch closures, but convenience
retailers must consider the commercial viability of the service. In coming to any decision however
convenience stores will have to take into account that having an ATM on site is a footfall driver, increases
customer spend and provides an essential service for customers.
The Financial Inclusion Programme has failed to guarantee nationwide free access to cash for consumers.
LINK has identified 2,651 deprived areas in the UK that are eligible for a free-to-use ATM subsidy, but 824
(31%) of these do not have free access to cash within a kilometre radius, 10 years after the introduction of
the Programme 6. Extending the Inclusion Programme will therefore not guarantee free access to cash for
all UK consumers.
Also the Access to Cash Final Report 7 highlighted the trend of ‘cash deserts’. It stated that ATM usage is
falling by 6% a year and that FTU ATMs that do not see much use – for example in rural and remote areas
– could be closed by commercial operators (e.g. the per transaction fees don’t cover their marginal cost).
There is also concern amongst some of our members that if an ATM provider decides there is an
overprovision of ATMs in a location that this might result in retailers losing their ATM altogether with no
right of reply.
We trust that you will find our comments helpful and are happy to engage further with you on this
important matter.
Yours sincerely

6
7

LINK Financial Inclusion Programme: 10 Year Anniversary p.4
Access to Cash Final Report – March 2019
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TSB Ltd Public Response to:
PSR Review of the structure of LINK
interchange fees: Call for views
(June 2019 – CP 19/5)
July 2019
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TSB Response
•

TSB recognises the important role that ATMs and cash play in meeting customer needs and
providing choice over other payment types in communities across Britain. TSB has a
network of over 770 free-to-use ATMS, all of which are attached to branches and are open
24 hours per day, seven days a week. TSB’s network represents 1.6% of the estimated
50,000 free to use ATMS in the UK. TSB does not currently operate a remote estate (nonbranch locations).

•

When TSB launched as a standalone bank in 2013 we adopted a number of ATMs already
attached to the branch network within England, Scotland and Wales. TSB made a significant
investment In 2014 where we installed a further 80 ATMs into former Cheltenham &
Gloucester branches which previously did not have any ATM devices.
Since 2013, TSB has only ever removed an ATM where it was no longer economically viable
to sustain the branch.

•

[TSB CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DETAILS REDACTED] Providing TSB customers access to the
ATM network across the whole of Britain is a significant cost to TSB, but we recognise its
importance and value to our customers. [TSB CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DETAILS
REDACTED]

•

It is however important that the structure of interchange fees is not considered in isolation,
and is considered alongside other factors, for example the cost of wholesale cash
distribution, where significant cost savings could be made through common relationships, or
business rates, where reductions or exemptions would create different incentives. TSB
would also like to see the industry seek to collaboratively identify ideas & suggestions to
keep ATMs sustainable and available for customers long term [TSB CONFIDENTIAL DETAILS
REDACTED]
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PSR CP19/5: Considering the Incentives to Deploy Free-ToUse ATMs in the LINK Network
UK Finance Response
Date: 05 July 2019

UK Finance is the collective voice for the banking and finance industry. Representing more than
250 firms across the industry, we act to enhance competitiveness, support customers and facilitate
innovation.
We welcome the opportunity to input on the structuring of the LINK ATM interchange fees and
appreciate the consideration that the Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) is paying, through this
consultation, to the current concern regarding the wider public desire to maintain low-cost and
effective access to cash to consumers.
This consultation takes place at a time when there is wider consideration of what reforms may be
necessary in order to secure reasonable access to cash for those who continue to use it in a costeffective way. We are supporting several pieces of work designed to help address this concern
and, in our statement of 12 June 2019,1 committed to working with the recently established Joint
Authorities Cash Strategy Group (JACS).2 We said more detailed work is required to understand
the future cash needs of local communities, in particular remote rural and urban deprived
communities, and to design a system which addresses how their needs can best be served quickly
and efficiently should an access problem emerge. We are also working with the Bank of England’s
Wholesale Distribution Steering Group (WDSG) on how to develop a new end state model for
wholesale cash distribution.3
Over the summer we will engage with consumer and local authority representatives alongside
market participants, including LINK and its members, to:
•
•
•

map the range of channels through which consumers can access cash (e.g. bank and building
society networks, Post Offices, ATMs, merchant cashback);
consider the potential of a number of industry pilots already underway to deliver new options
for cash provision;
develop an approach for how industry could work with local authorities to help communities to
identify and report gaps in cash provision;

1

https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/uk-banking-and-finance-industry-commits-support-local-communities-free-accesscash
2
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cash-here-to-stay-as-government-commits-to-protecting-access.
3
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2019/march/boe-welcomes-access-to-cash-review.
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•
•

•

develop a definition of industry’s commitment to customers and communities in terms of the
“appropriate provision for free access to cash”;
consider how this new approach could involve the creation of an independent body with
responsibility for responding to access to cash representations and coordinating and facilitating
appropriate industry action; and
work with LINK, the Post Office and the Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) to identify ways in
which the existing commitments and delivery against them, can be developed and improved.

The PSR’s examination of the interchange fee structure is another part of the wider investigation
into how to support access to cash in the future, relating to the principal way in which customers
access cash. We are supportive of this work, but it is difficult to analyse the structure of
interchange in isolation and we recommend that the PSR take into consideration other
programmes looking at the future access to cash. In addition, UK Finance consider that an
economic assessment of any changes to the interchange fee should be undertaken during the
investigation period.
While we do not hold any data that gives us an insight into the best way to structure the
interchange fee, we look forward to continuing to work with the PSR on future access to cash.
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VISA Europe response to the PSR’s call for views on the structure of
LINK interchange fees
1

Overarching comments
Visa Europe (“Visa” in this document) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the PSR’s call for
views on the structure of LINK interchange fees, and to help inform the PSR’s ongoing work on
access to cash more generally.
Our vision as a business is to be the best way to pay and be paid for everyone, everywhere. Visa
has been dedicated to transforming the payments experience for customers and merchants
around the world, for almost 60 years. We are primarily a payments technology business, working
in partnership with merchants and financial institutions to provide more and more ways for
customers to pay however and whenever is convenient for them.
We are fully committed to playing our part in ensuring the payments industry continues to deliver
benefits to all consumers. Our view is that the UK’s dynamic and competitive payments market is
working well to meet the rapidly changing needs of consumers (and will continue to evolve
rapidly, especially given the relatively recent arrival of new regulations such as PSD2).
As the PSR will be aware, Visa also operates a UK ATM network scheme, which uses broadly the
same network of ATM machines as the LINK scheme. This scheme is operative where the
customer has a Visa card issued by a bank that is not a member of the LINK scheme or a type of
card that is not part of the LINK agreement (e.g. UK Visa credit and commercial cards and non-UK
issued cards). Visa estimates that its share of domestic UK transactions represents around 1% of all
ATM transactions in the UK.
In this section of our response, we outline three aspects that we urge the PSR to consider further
before proceeding with any review into LINK fee structures.

1



Addressing digital exclusion will lead to benefits across the UK economy . At this critical
juncture, where decisions need to be made now on the way forward for cash in the UK
economy, there is an opportunity to address the current levels of financial and digital
exclusion.



A bigger conversation is needed on what the appropriate level of cash access is, and the best
way to deliver this. The Access to Cash Review1 has challenged UK authorities to work
together (and with industry) to develop joined-up solutions on how overall UK cash
infrastructure could be configured to meet the needs of those who still prefer or rely on cash.
There needs to be a clearer view on this before the appropriateness of any incentives can be
fully understood.

See https://www.accesstocash.org.uk/. References to the Access to Cash Review in this response are from
the Final Report of March 2019 unless specified otherwise.
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The PSR should develop a better and more detailed understanding of cash provision in the
UK (including ATMs) before it can form a view on which incentive structures may work best
We know the PSR is investigating some of these issues in more detail as part of its wider
access to cash programme



The PSR’s work should be informed by relevant precedents from other sectors. The ATM
industry shares some characteristics with other ‘network’ sectors subject to economic
regulation We suggest that the PSR also engages with other regulators in those sectors to
understand their experiences of the effectiveness of different kinds of tariff structures, as well
as their responses to broader issues

Below, we expand on these points, and then in Section 2 we provide comments on the PSR’s
specific questions

Addressing digital exclusion will lead to benefits across the UK economy
Consumers are increasingly choosing to use digital payments, due to their significant advantages
compared with more traditional forms of payment, in terms of security (against personal theft),
efficiency and speed of sales and transactions From a consumer perspective, one of the biggest
drivers of growth is retailers offering customers greater convenience and/or choice of payment
experiences For services such as Uber, Airbnb, Netflix, and Amazon, the transaction/payment is
embedded in the experience and is either billed on a subscription or recurring basis or can occur
in a single click, as the payment credentials are stored on file
As digital payments grow, they are increasingly delivering a broader set of economic benefits For
example, enabling new payment experiences allows merchants of all sizes to access global
markets and engage in seamless, simple and secure digital commerce, which can increase the
dynamism of the economy, and provides UK consumers with global access to goods and services
Whilst the potential opportunities are great, Visa continues to recognise the importance of
ensuring that digital payments can work for everyone Visa works with our partners on both the
issuance and acceptance side of the payments system to make digital payments increasingly
accessible and inclusive


On the issuance side, as an example, we collaborated with issuer banks to implement Visa
Transaction Controls for cardholders With Visa Transaction Controls, issuers can offer their
cardholders the ability to set blocks and alerts on their cards and/or digital accounts via the
issuer’s mobile banking app or online website This means there is an easy way for consumers
who are using digital payments already to budget – this is particularly helpful for those on low
or irregular incomes



On the acceptance side, we have increasingly been working closely with a range of
merchants and stakeholders across various campaigns and initiatives in the UK to ensure that
the smallest merchants can easily use digital payments As an example, we would highlight
the work that Visa, and our partner Square, have done in the town of Holywell, North Wales
Square offers an affordable and easy-to-use card-reader for merchants It does this with an
app, which allows merchants of all sizes to process and manage card transactions through a
device linked to a smartphone or a tablet Square partnered with the town of Holywell to
enable Holywell’s ‘Digital Town’ initiative, whereby 50 local merchants were equipped with
Square readers so that they could accept credit and debit cards – many for the first time
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We continue working with the Government as proud partner for the second year running of the
Great British High Street Awards - a nationwide campaign to support and recognise the important
role of high streets in driving local economies and bringing together communities
Visa has also sponsored the Love Your Local Market campaign in May Run by the National
Association of British Market Authorities (NABMA), the campaign encourages everyone to
rediscover their local market and celebrate small businesses at the heart of our communities This
year’s theme was “Markets – Close to your Heart” and hundreds of markets across the UK took
part This campaign is part of Visa’s commitment to helping local markets and high streets find
ways to adapt and innovate, thus ensuring that they can continue to thrive both now and into the
future
As digital payments become increasingly accessible and inclusive, through the kinds of initiatives
shown above, their reach is growing However, as the PSR identifies, there are many UK
consumers who will need or want to use cash as a payment method for some time Whilst we
agree that ATM provision and access to cash is an important consideration for those consumers,
there is now a wider opportunity to address the current levels of financial and digital exclusion.
We support the Government’s strong stance on a digital transformation in which no one is
excluded, and we are committed to tackling the causes of exclusion - financial, digital or
otherwise Our reach makes Visa’s network and services a powerful platform to drive financial
inclusion (and associated educations), and we would welcome further engagement with the PSR,
alongside the industry and other UK authorities to progress these issues

A bigger conversation is needed on what the appropriate level of cash access is, and the
best way to deliver this
The recent Access to Cash Review stated that around 2 2 million people continue to use cash for
all their day-to-day transactions2 and that even where digital payments are available, some people
prefer to use cash because of its physicality (and perceived ‘security’), ease of use for budgeting,
and ease of use for informal transactions 3
Whilst ATMs are currently the primary way for consumers to obtain cash, there is increasingly a
wide range of alternatives Today, consumers are able to withdraw cash through cashback facilities
at retailers and over the counter facilities at bank branches or at the Post Office There are also
industry initiatives under way to expand cash provision further – for example, in partnership with
Lloyd’s Banking Group, Visa has recently announced a new pilot scheme designed to boost access
to cash, which will see local retailers paid to offer cashback to customers in their stores This new
approach will offer more support to retailers and offer customers more availability in areas where
access to cash has been identified as more challenging 4

2
3
4

UK Finance, UK Payment Markets 2018, as quoted in Access to Cash Review, page 12.
UK Finance, UK Payment Markets 2018, as quoted in Access to Cash Review, page 12.
https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/media/press-releases/2019-press-releases/lloyds-bankinggroup/lloyds-announces-new-cashback-incentive-scheme
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Irrespective of the particular method consumers use to access cash, there are significant costs in
the maintenance of current levels of “free” access to cash, which go far beyond the ATM estate
itself Whilst the ATM estate reportedly costs £1 billion per year to maintain, the overall UK cash
infrastructure reportedly costs £5 billion per year, and includes costs such as the printing of notes,
minting of coins, wholesale and retail distribution, and merchant and consumer handling 5,6
Clearly, as the use of cash declines, there is a need to balance these costs (which are not likely to
fall as fast as the use of cash, because of the influence of fixed costs) against those most financially
vulnerable incurring the majority of those costs We therefore urge the PSR to ‘think bigger’ than
just the ATM industry and consider how the overall UK cash infrastructure could be configured to
meet the needs of those who still prefer or rely on cash In particular, we note the challenge from
the Access to Cash Review for the UK authorities to work together (and with industry) to develop
joined-up solutions

The PSR should develop a better and more detailed understanding of cash provision in
the UK (including ATMs)
Notwithstanding the concerns expressed above, the PSR is considering multiple ambitious
objectives in respect of ATM provision These include setting appropriate incentives to maintain a
suitable geographic distribution of ATMs, and developing a practical and stable system where
individual parties can understand and react appropriately to the incentives
However, the PSR should develop a better and more detailed understanding of cash provision in
the UK, and ATMs specifically, before it can form a view on which incentive structures may work
best The following issues in particular will need to be understood first

5
6

7
8



Who uses cash, where, and why? The PSR should develop a more detailed understanding of
who uses cash and why, with a focus on geographical and generational patterns For
example, the Access to Cash Review highlighted that consumer groups are increasingly
concerned that remote or rural communities are being excluded from cash access 7 Similarly,
a study that Visa commissioned in 20178 identified some of the key reasons why some
individuals or businesses continue to use cash Some of these relate to structural or
knowledge barriers that are likely to change over time, such as access to adequate digital
infrastructure or financial and digital literacy Therefore, before any charging methodology
can be evaluated, there needs to be more granular data on consumers’ preferences for cash,
which could inform the social objectives of a revised fee structure



How has the ATM estate evolved? The number of ATMs alone is not a sufficient proxy for
levels of cash access The PSR should therefore collect data on how the geographic
distribution and ownership of ATMs has changed over time, including, for example, the
change from bank-owned/operated to independent operators

UK Finance, UK Payment Markets 2018. as quoted in Access to Cash Review, page 7.
The costs incurred by merchants and consumers to ‘handle’ cash is especially difficult to estimate, and is one
reason why some estimates of the overall ‘cost of cash’ are even higher – one source cited in the Access to
Cash Review puts the overall cost at £9 billion (Access to Cash Review, page 64).
Access to Cash Review, page 67.
Roubini Thoughtlab study into the benefits of digital payments (2017):
https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/global/visa-everywhere/documents/visa-cashless-cities-report.pdf
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What services do ATMs provide? ATMs provide an increasingly wide range of services,
beyond the traditional service of cash withdrawal The PSR should examine the range of
services, how this has changed over time (and in response to different charging structures),
and what other potential services could be provided by ATMs



What is the cost structure of the ATM estate? Whilst the call for views asks about individual
ATM cost structures, there would be significant value in a systematic data set collected on a
consistent basis from ATM deployers The PSR should establish a robust and detailed dataset
on ATM costs, before pursuing further analysis on fee structures



What other ways could people access cash? As the Access to Cash Review makes clear, and as
noted above, there is considerable scope for consumers to access cash outside of the ATM
network – for example, through convenience stores and branches of the Post Office 9 These
other options, as well as potential future developments providing alternative cash delivery
methods, need to be mapped out in detail and form part of the picture of cash provision

As a broader point, the PSR should also consider what unintended consequences a new fee
structure could introduce. The payments market is changing at an unprecedented speed, which
means the PSR should look to the future when considering regulatory interventions Regulatory
change that is not well targeted risks introducing further sunk costs, which future consumers may
have to pay for
Given the complexity of the issues above, we would recommend that the PSR dedicates time and
resources to understanding these issues first, before undertaking a review of future fee structures
for ATM provision We urge the PSR to work closely with industry stakeholders in doing so

The PSR’s work should be informed by relevant precedents from other sectors
In response to Question 4 (in Section 2, below), we set out some pricing themes that the PSR may
wish to consider later in the process when considering an appropriate fee structure – drawing on
insights from sectors such as water, post, energy and healthcare We urge the PSR to engage with
regulators in those sectors to understand their experiences of the effectiveness of different kinds
of tariff structures
However, we would also urge the PSR to engage with other regulators to understand their
responses to broader issues (beyond tariff structures) This could include issues such as


9

What are the merits of different regulatory approaches to achieving the desired outcomes?
The intent of a charging regime is to set the right incentives so that an ‘optimal’ outcome is
achieved over time by a market However, there is regulatory precedent for a regulator (or
other authority) to specify the outcome, with individual parties then tendering to supply At its
most basic, this is known as a ‘franchise’ approach, such as that used in the rail sector There
are other models with more flexibility for example, in energy, Ofgem has introduced a
regime for offshore electricity transmission involving a competitive tendering process This
has the potential to leverage innovative thinking from the industry, as well as competition
between bidders, to deliver the required investment at lower costs and provide higher
standard of service

Access to Cash Review, page 74.
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10

What competitive constraints do other source of cash have on the ATM network, now or in
the future? As the PSR is aware, the services that ATMs provide can, to some extent, be
replicated by other networks (such as the Post Office, or through cashback). This means that
the question of whether other services are substitutes is potentially very relevant to the overall
form of any regulation / oversight. As an example, in telecoms, the current dominant
provider of fibre networks across most of the UK is Openreach. However, assessment of
Openreach’s market power (and therefore the imposition of remedies) depends on local
market conditions, and these may in fact change significantly if various competitor providers
(e.g. Virgin and CityFibre) roll out their own networks in future. Similarly, in post, price
regulation on First Class stamps was relaxed when Ofcom determined that Second Class
stamps (which remained price-regulated) imposed a sufficiently strong constraint on First
Class stamps.10

See, for example, Ofcom’s Review of the Second Class Safeguard Caps 2019.
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2

Comments on specific questions posed by the PSR
In this section, we set out our responses to the specific questions stated by the PSR As noted in
Section 1 above, Visa urges the PSR to consider a more holistic set of analyses and issues before
proceeding further with its review of the specific structure of LINK ATM fees The answers given
below are based on our understanding and experience of the current UK market, and we look
forward to engaging with you further on them as the PSR’s work programme develops and more
in-depth research is conducted

Framework for considering cost and value of ATMs
Do you agree with the description of the framework (including the objectives we set out) for
considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that are set out in this paper?
If not, please explain why and set out your view of the alternative way these issues should be
analysed
As discussed above, the PSR should consider the wider context and alternatives to ATMs before
pursuing the development of a future fee structure
Notwithstanding this, we broadly agree with the PSR’s characterisation of the cost drivers and
differences between ‘more remote’ rural ATMs11 and urban ATMs We expect that the PSR will test
its hypotheses against actual data provided by ATM operators on ATM costs (including a full
account of fixed, semi-variable, and variable costs and how they have changed over time)
In addition to the factors listed in the PSR’s paper, we recommend the PSR also works to
understand occupancy costs – for example, the ‘rental’ cost an ATM operator might pay to a shop
in order to place its ATM in its premises Our understanding is that these costs can be very high in
urban areas, and not including them fully in any cost assessment could distort the results
materially Indeed, it may even be the case that ATMs in urban areas cannot in general be
considered ‘lower-cost’ as the PSR suggests
In terms of the value that ATMs provide to consumers, Visa considers that the PSR should be
looking at a wider range of factors For example, the PSR rightly identifies that reliability, proximity
to other free ways to withdraw cash, and geographical convenience are relevant factors affecting
the ‘value’ of a given ATM However, another important factor is the extent to which customers
who use a given ATM prefer to use (or are reliant on) cash 12 This is one reason why we
recommend that more work should be done on understanding the geographical patterns of cash
usage and dependency before proceeding further with reviewing LINK’s fee structures

11

12

We suggest a terminology clarification point: the PSR uses “remote” in the sense of “rural” in some contexts.
As the PSR acknowledges, “remote” is also used to refer to ATMs in non-branch locations (e.g. a
supermarket) and we suggest the PSR uses the word ‘remote’ only in this context.
Notwithstanding this, we would also note that the PSR’s Observation 2 and Observation 3 are not
meaningful on their own. For example, Observation 2 by itself implies that the most valuable ATM is the
most isolated in the country irrespective of whether cash is needed at that location.
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In terms of the interaction between cost and value, the PSR’s logic appears to us reasonable,
including the implication that there are likely to be locations where the consumer need for access
to cash is high, but an ATM would not be commercially viable (because of low revenues, or high
costs, or both)

Additional factors to take into account when analysing incentives
Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the incentives to provide
ATMs?
We set out in Section 1 the issues that we urge the PSR to look at in more detail before
proceeding further with analysis on the incentives that ATM deployers have through the LINK fee
structure At this stage, we have one other specific comment, which is that the interaction with site
owners is important and should not be minimised. The PSR says its focus is on the interactions
between ATM deployers and LINK through interchange fees, but that views are also invited on
how this “flows through” to ATM site owners As noted above, occupancy costs (i e , rental paid to
site owners) can be significant Further, there may be many ATM deployers with multi-year
contracts, and/or contracts that cover multiple ATMs at multiple sites In principle, these could
affect the ability or willingness of an ATM deployer to make site-by-site decisions based on
changes in the fee structure

Impact of the existing LINK fee structure
What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as described in
this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
We are not commenting in detail on the current structure of LINK’s interchange fees or on the
impact of the recent changes However, at this stage, we have two general comments on the
existing arrangements
First, we note that, until recently, LINK’s interbank fees were based on the principle of full cost
recovery. This methodology uses total costs, as reported by operators, and calculates the fee per
transaction that would recover these costs in full However, this means that there were limited
incentives to minimise the overall quantum of costs
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This has historically had the potential to lead to an upward spiral in costs, since operators were (in
the round) assured that any further costs incurred as a result of installing additional ATMs would
be recovered (in aggregate) through an increase in fees across their network In addition, because
of slowing growth or even reduction in transaction volumes, the cost per transaction (and hence
the fees) appeared to increase over time even if the overall cost base did not increase

Second, as the PSR is aware, there are also fees for services other than cash withdrawal, such as
balance enquiries, which are mentioned in the PSR’s call for views The PSR should consider the
cost drivers (if any) of these additional services

Appropriate structure of fees going forwards
What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going forward?
We have set out above some required precursor analysis that we expect will be needed before the
PSR will be able to form an initial view on an appropriate fee structure that best meets the needs
of customers However, even with that analysis in hand, an ‘appropriate’ set of incentives can only
be developed in view of some criteria for what the intended outcome is We recommend the PSR
engage with stakeholders (including consumer groups) to develop a set of criteria
One potential (non-exhaustive) starting point is the following criteria


Financially vulnerable consumers should continue to have free access to cash. It is important
that charging methodologies ensure that financially vulnerable consumers are protected



Costs, which are ultimately borne by consumers, should be constrained The free banking
model currently prevalent in the UK makes the impact opaque, but the overall costs should
be reduced (or at least not be allowed to spiral upwards)

Given this, and the challenges set out in Section 1, we consider it premature to suggest what the
most appropriate fee structure would be going forwards However, given the multiple objectives
the PSR is looking to meet, for the purposes of this response we simply set out some pricing
themes that the PSR may wish to consider later in the process These themes are


Charges that reflect economically efficient costs



Charges that reflect the marginal costs of provision



Charges that reflect the value of ATMs in locations where cash is needed and where there are
few alternatives to cash access
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2.4.1

Economically efficient costs – approach to overall level of cost recovery
In many regulated sectors, there is precedent for not reimbursing all of an average operator’s fully
absorbed costs, but instead encouraging efficiency by determining the ‘efficient’ costs of provision
that operators should be allowed to recover through fees.13 This can be done in numerous ways.
For example:


Revenues for the different regional water supply operators are set by the regulator based on
benchmark performance against the upper quartile of the most efficient operators, which are
then used to set fees for all of the operators.14



Prices for hospital services are set based on historic costs, but after application of an
‘efficiency factor’ designed to replicate the year-on-year efficiency gains that could be
expected in a competitive market.15

The choice of which approach to take depends on the structure of the industry and the form of
regulation applied – however, in each case, the ultimate aim is to make sure that only reasonably
efficient costs are reimbursed.

2.4.2

Marginal cost pricing
Economic efficiency is achieved where firms continue to produce to the point where the marginal
cost of output is equal to its marginal revenue (i.e., price). In theory, this optimises the level of
output, mimicking the outcome of a competitive market. However, the marginal cost alone would
not be sustainable since firms need to recover fixed costs in the long run.
In some regulated sectors in the UK, marginal costs have been used to set prices (e.g. wholesale
call termination and track access for freight services), with operators recovering fixed costs either
through other services or through an ‘adder’ (which lifts the charge by an equal amount for each
unit of output, preserving the price signal).
In the ATM industry, such an approach might work in tandem with geographic or ‘zonal’ pricing.
The use of geographic or zonal pricing can address distortions resulting from the use of average
pricing in markets with differing levels of cost. Geographically de-averaged fees have been
introduced by regulators in markets where competition brings in risks of ‘cherry-picking’ – such as
in electricity transmission16, post17 and NHS healthcare18.
13

14
15

16
17

18

This followed concerns that full cost recovery including an allowed rate of return (or “cost pass through” as it
was known) incentivised companies to increase costs (known as “gold plating”. See for example, Averch,
Harvey; Johnson, Leland L. (1962). "Behavior of the Firm Under Regulatory Constraint".
See, for example, Ofwat 2014 price review.
See, for example, 2016/17 National Tariff Payment System: A consultation notice Annex B5: Evidence on
efficiency for the 2016/17 national tariff, Monitor, 11 February 2016.
Electricity transmission networks use zonal pricing to incentivise efficient connection to the network.
Royal Mail delivery fee is used in a four zonal structure to disincentivise ‘cherry-picking’ of the delivery
market.
National prices for healthcare services are adjusted to reflect regional cost differences, to ensure hospitals in
high-cost areas (such as London and the South-East) are able to provide similar quality of care as those
elsewhere.
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Of course, for any such approach, a balance would need to be struck between complexity (to
reflect different ‘zones’ at a sufficiently granular level) and practicality.
2.4.3

ATM-specific pricing
Geographic de-averaging, potentially in combination with marginal cost pricing, may help to
ensure even coverage of a given service, regardless of location. This is a desirable solution when
the value’ of the service is assumed to be the same for all consumers.
However, it is not clear this is the optimal outcome for ATM coverage, since the value of the
service may also differ between ATMs at different locations. Some factors that could be relevant
include:

19
20



Population size or deprivation level.19



Travel times to other alternative provision.20 As per our comment above, this should include
all other types of alternative provision.



Accessibility (as the PSR notes, this could relate to both the site of the ATM itself but also the
features of a particular ATM).



Reliability. As the PSR notes, consumers value ATMs which are actually able to dispense cash
when needed.

Access to Cash Review, page 82.
Access to Cash Review, page 82.
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Dear Sir/Madam
Access to Cash Review
In your recent call for views on the review of the structure of LINK interchange fees you welcome short
contributions, observations and other ideas for reform. In that spirit, we would like to set out an alternative to the
current model for ATM provision. This alternative model is more akin to the Faster Payments model, where
financial institution pay, on a per transaction basis, for their customers’ use of ATMs. The LINK scheme could
centrally procure and deploy ATMs, and centrally procure ATM maintenance, cash management and switching and
settlement services.
The benefit of his approach is that LINK scheme could directly control the location of ATMs. Compared to the
current obligations on LINK to protect the current geographic spread, this model would enable LINK to extend the
geographic spread and deploy ATMs to areas where they current do not exist. This would improve access to
cash. The pricing would be on a cost recovery basis, similar to the concept which underpinned the original
interchange model and consistent with the OfT’s approval of the scheme when it was initially set up.
We would welcome the opportunity to discuss our thoughts with you.

Confidential / Internal Use Only

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e‐mail message and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you
are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, distribution or other use of this e‐mail message or attachments is
prohibited. If you have received this e‐mail message in error, please delete and notify the sender immediately.
Thank you.
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Which? works for you
Which?, 2 Marylebone Road, London, NW1 4DF
Date: 9th July 2019
Response to PSR C
 P19/5: Review of the structure of
LINK interchange fees - Call for views

PSR Access to Cash project team
Payment Systems Regulator
12 Endeavour Square
London E20 1JN

Which?'s response to the PSR CP19/5: Review of the structure of LINK
interchange fees - Call for views
Introduction
●

Which? welcomes the opportunity to respond to the PSR’s call for views on the
review of the structure of LINK interchange fees.

●

Which? strongly agrees with the PSR that everyone should have a good choice of
payments and that there should be widespread geographic access to cash, including
protecting the current spread of free-to-use (FTU) ATMs. This is particularly
important in remote or low income areas where individuals’ needs for cash may be
great, but where overall demand may not be sufficient to support FTU ATMs under
the current LINK interchange model. LINK’s change to the interchange fee in
January 2018 failed to protect consumers’ access to cash via FTU ATMs. There has
been a net loss of approximately 5,500 FTU ATMs since January 2018, including the
loss of 151 ATMs that had been designated protected.

●

The loss of FTU ATMs is also accelerating with recent LINK figures showing month
on month reductions of 400 to 500 ATMs - some closing and some converting to
charging. The PSR needs to act as quickly as possible to protect free access to cash
for all who need it. The PSR cannot just look at the LINK network in isolation. It
must, as a minimum next step, commit to regulating both the structure and level of
ATM interchange fees for all major UK ATM networks, not just LINK. Failing this we
believe it will be necessary for the PSR, industry and other members of the JACS
group to make a decision on whether a Universal Service Obligation (USO) will be
necessary to protect consumers’ access to cash.

●

Given the pace of change, it is also important that the PSR starts exploring how it
can better support access to cash via other means, including ATM cash deposits,
cashback at retailers’ tills, and other shared means of access to cash, such as the
Post Office, new shared banking hubs, existing bank branches, or potential third
party locations.

●

Which? continues to believe that the government should make protecting access to
cash a priority and put in place legislation to ensure consumers can access cash
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free of charge for as long as they need it. Which? will continue to engage with the
PSR on this important issues for consumers and are happy for this response to be
published.
Response to Questions
Q1: Do you agree with the description and framework (including the objectives we set
out) for considering the costs of providing ATMs and the value they provide that are set
out in this paper? If not, please explain why and set out your view of the alternative
way these issues should be analysed.
1.

Which? agrees with most of the description, framework, and objectives set out in
the PSR’s Call for views.

2.

In particular, we agree that everyone should have a good choice of payments and
that there should be widespread geographic access to cash, including protecting
the current spread of free-to-use ATMs. It is essential that consumers’ freedom to
pay for goods and services as they choose is protected as we move to an ever more
digital society. Moreover, we strongly agree with the conclusions of the
independent Access to Cash Review.1 The evidence shows that many consumers are
not ready to go cashless and that diminution of the UK’s cash infrastructure will
cause substantial harm. Given this, we believe that consumers need a guarantee
that they can access and use cash for as long as they need it.

3.

Since LINK’s decision to change the interchange fee in January 2018 there has been
a loss of approximately 5,500 FTU ATMs which have closed or switched to
pay-to-use (PTU). The loss of FTU ATMs is also accelerating with recent LINK figures
showing recent month on month reductions of 400 to 500 ATMs - some closing and
some converting to charging. While we recognise that in some areas there may have
been scope for some ATMs to close without limiting consumers’ access to cash, a
number of stakeholders have raised concerns that these closures are resulting in
remote or low income areas - where there may be a greater need for cash - losing
their primary means of accessing cash.

4.

The loss of FTU ATMs since January 2018 includes the closure of 151 ATMs that have
been designated protected.2 The closure of protected ATMs reflects a failure of the
PSR to meet its objective to ensure that payment systems, in particular those that
facilitate access to cash, are operated and developed in a way that considers and
promotes the interests of all the businesses and consumers that use them. It also

Access to Cash Review, Final Report, March 2019, https://www.accesstocash.org.uk/
 INK, Monthly Footprint Report, April 2019
L
https://www.link.co.uk/initiatives/financial-inclusion-monthly-report/
1

2
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reflects a failure of LINK to meet its commitment made in January 2018 ‘to defend
the free ATM network and the consumers who rely on it.’3
The PSR needs to act quickly
5.

Which? remains concerned with the speed at which things are changing, and the
lack of clear and rapid action from the regulator. In addition to LINK’s data showing
an acceleration in the loss of FTU ATMs, the data has also shown that cash
withdrawals are continuing to decline at a rapid rate. LINK ATM transactions have
been falling at rates as high a 13.9% year-on-year, based on data for w/e 28th April
2019. Which? remains concerned that this reduction is not fully being driven by the
needs of consumers.

6.

While we recognise demand for cash is falling, we are aware that consumers are
facing increasing barriers when accessing cash following a rise in ATM closures, the
introduction of ATM surcharges and the loss of bank branches. We are concerned
that the loss of many of the FTU ATMs, including those that have been protected,
have happened as a result of the LINK 2018 interchange fee change and that these
losses are unnecessarily pushing consumers away from cash - exacerbating the
concerns around the sustainability of the current FTU ATM network.

7.

It is essential that the PSR acts as soon as possible and while we agree with the call
for views that the LINK interchange fee is central to addressing the concerns
around the loss of FTU ATMs, changes to the LINK interchange fee by themselves
would only constitute a short term fix and are too narrow a focus for this review.
The PSR must commit to regulating all major UK ATM network interchange fees

8.

Which? believes that the failure of the market to protect FTU ATMs for consumers
who need it now requires the PSR to step in a regulate interchange fees to support
their aim of protecting cash access for UK consumers who need or want to use it as
a payment method. Given the state of the market we are confident regulating the
ATM withdrawal interchange fee level and structure would be consistent with all
three of the PSR’s objectives:
a. to ensure that payment systems are operated and developed in a way that
considers and promotes the interests of all the businesses and consumers
that use them
b. to promote effective competition in the markets for payment systems and
services - between operators, PSPs and infrastructure providers

LINK, Board announces changes to the operation of its ATM network, January 2018,
https://www.link.co.uk/media/1355/h-documents-uploads-link-interchange-consultation-announce
ment-31-january-2018.pdf

3
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c. to promote the development of and innovation in payment systems, in
particular the infrastructure used to operate those systems.
9.

In order to protect the current spread of free-to-use ATMs in the interest of
consumers, it is necessary to address not just LINK’s interchange fees but also the
interchange fees for other UK ATM networks, in particular those with widespread
coverage such as Mastercard and Visa. This is essential to prevent UK banks, and
other major card issuers, opting to use an ATM network with interchange fees that
do not support the PSR’s objectives of widespread free-to-use ATM access - for
example a network that sets fees at a level at which more protected FTU ATMs
become economically unviable. This is already happening, with numerous UK card
issuers already opting for Mastercard or Visa rather than LINK to provide ATM access
for their customers, for example, Monese, Monzo Bank, N26 Bank, Revolut, Starling
Bank, and Virgin Money (which had reportedly started the process of withdrawing
from the LINK network in early 2017).

10.

It is clear from our engagement with industry stakeholders that the threat of
further banks leaving LINK as a result of Mastercard’s and Visa’s lower interchange
fees was the main driver of LINK’s decision to reduce its interchange fees in
January 2018. As such, and to ensure there is a consistent approach to protecting
access to cash, the interchange fees for non-LINK ATM networks that could compete
with LINK must be taken into account.4

11.

In order to capture all major ATM schemes, the PSR should define a minimum
threshold, such as minimum share of UK ATMs connected to a given ATM scheme or
minimum share of ATM transaction volumes provided by a given scheme. The PSR
must also address ATM scheme rules and practices that may limit competition
between ATM schemes or may represent other anti-competitive practices, as
described in our response to question 2.

12.

The PSR must therefore step in to regulate ATM interchange fees for all major UK
ATM networks. The PSR is the economic regulator for payment systems and was set
up with the express purpose and powers of regulating wholesale access fees in
payment systems, such as ATM and other interchange fees.

13.

If the PSR does not commit immediately to regulating interchange fees for all major
UK networks, we believe it will be necessary for the PSR, industry and other
members of the JACS group to review and make a decision within the next 6
months as to whether a Universal Service Obligation (USO) is necessary to protect
consumers’ access to cash.
Alternatives to ATM withdrawals

4

We discuss this issue further in response to question 2.
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14.

Which? recognises the need for the PSR to focus now on the funding for FTU ATM
withdrawals as this is the primary method by which consumers access cash.
However, it will be necessary in the future for the PSR, working with other
members of the JACS group, to explore if there are other complementary ways via
which consumers and businesses would be willing to access and deposit cash, and to
enable and promote these so as to support the continued sustainability of cash.

15.

In order to protect access to cash for consumers it is important that the PSR starts
to consider the need to set and regulate interchange fees for cash deposits at
ATMs. This would enable personal and business customers of any UK bank or
building society to deposit cash at any ATM that offers cash deposit services (also
known as “smart ATMs” or “recycling” ATMs). In particular, ATM scheme
cardholders should be able to use existing smart ATMs in bank branches, which are
currently available only to banks’ own customers.

16.

Such a cash deposit interchange fee should be set at a level that promotes the
wider deployment of such deposit-taking/cash-recycling ATMs, for example, in
potential new shared banking hubs. Much greater prevalence of such ATMs would
itself greatly support continued access to cash. It could enable smaller businesses
to continue paying in cash easily providing some replacement for lost bank
branches. It would also greatly increase the efficiency of providing cash, by
reducing unnecessary cash transportation and ATM refilling.

17.

Second, it is necessary to consider other means of withdrawing (and depositing)
cash beyond ATMs, in particular:
a. cashback at retail tills/terminals
b. cash withdrawals/deposits at Post Offices
c. cash withdrawals/deposits at other shared locations, such as new shared
banking hubs, existing bank branches, or other third party locations, such as
supermarkets.

18.

While cashback is not a substitute for ATMs in all locations, cashback nevertheless
offers the opportunity for a significant low cost expansion of access to cash,
especially where few or any ATMs are present, for example, in pubs or shops in
rural or suburban areas. According to UK Finance data, cashback has been in
decline as a share of cash access during the last two to three years and many
retailers no longer offer or promote cashback. Following the EU payment card
interchange fee regulation, debit card interchange fees are now a percentage of
transaction values, rather than pence per transaction. This therefore creates a
disincentive for retailers to offer cashback, which previously had no incremental
cost to the retailer, but now could have an appreciable cost.
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19.

As with ATM interchange fees, interchange fees for cashback transactions should be
considered a regulatory issue for the PSR. Indeed, like ATM interchange fees, the
interchange fee for cashback could be paid by card issuers to retailers, not the
reverse, in order to promote access to cash, albeit not necessarily at the same
level as the ATM interchange fee.

20.

Likewise, it is also necessary to consider wholesale interchange fees and rules for
other means of withdrawing (and depositing) including cash withdrawals/deposits
at Post Offices, and cash withdrawals/deposits at other shared locations, such as
new shared banking hubs, existing bank branches, or other third party locations.

21.

For example, banks pay the Post Office a wholesale fee for cash withdrawals and
cash deposits at Post Office branches. However, this scheme is not available to
customers of all banks and is limited only to the Post Office, which appears to
unduly favour the largest banks and the Post Office. This scheme could be opened
to include all card issuers and other prospective outlets, such as bank branches,
new shared banking hubs, and other third party locations, for example,
supermarkets, on an open and non-discriminatory basis. This would provide a
further complement to ATMs and cashback as a means of access to cash. In
particular, this could address the adverse impact of bank branch closures, by
ensuring that customers of any bank can still deposit cash at the “last bank branch
in town”, and provide an additional revenue stream to support such banks.

Q2: Are there any other factors we should take into account when analysing the
incentives to provide ATMs?
22.

Which? welcomes that when looking at the factors to take into account the PSR has
started from a point of finding a solution that supports access to cash in a way
which meets the needs of users, including widespread geographic access for UK
consumers who need or want to use cash as a payment method.

23.

Which? believes the PSR has broadly identified the balance of factors to take into
account when analysing the incentives needed to provide FTU ATMs. While the PSR
must prioritise actions to address the rapid reduction in free-to-use ATMs resulting
from LINK’s 2018 interchange fee changes, it is also essential that the PSR takes
into account factors that LINK cannot reasonably be able to protect against.

24.

Which? is concerned that some of the Mastercard and Visa ATM network scheme
rules may be anti-competitive in nature. While a decision by the PSR to regulate
interchange fees for all major UK ATM networks may address competition concerns,
we believe it is still necessary for the PSR to thoroughly investigate the operation
of Mastercard and Visa’s ATM network scheme business rules.
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25.

Mastercard and Visa are offering a lower interchange fee than LINK for their ATM
networks - these lower fees would reduce costs for individual banks when
customers withdraw cash from an ATM not operated by their bank and equally
decrease income for ATM operators.

26.

At the same time both Mastercard’s and Visa’s scheme rules prevent ATM operators
introducing a surcharge for consumers using Mastercard’s or Visa’s ATM network at
an ATM where consumers using LINK (or any other ATM network) can make a ‘free
withdrawal’.

27.

While Mastercard and Visa currently process a very low proportion of ATM
withdrawals, the fact that almost all ATMs are connected to their networks means
that both are credible competitors to LINK.

28.

If a significant number of consumers started to withdraw via non-LINK networks for example if one major bank chose to leave LINK - then LINK’s commitment on
FTU ATMs would become unsustainable as it could no longer set interchange fees at
a reasonable level to promote the necessary geographical spread of FTU ATMs.
Mastercard’s and Visa’s rules - that prevent ATM operators from surcharging
consumers using their networks to withdraw from ATMs that are free-to-use for
LINK members - have enabled the banks to pressure LINK into making interchange
fee reductions such as those implemented in 2018, without properly taking into
account the needs of consumers. In fact, we have now seen that the decision taken
in January 2018 has led to FTU ATMs that should have been protected closing or
switching to PTU.

29.

The PSR has specific duties to enforce the EU Interchange Fee Regulation, which
specifically prohibits card-based payment scheme “steering rules” in ATM card
schemes, hence we believe PSR action on this is needed.5 As stated above, we also
believe the PSR should commit to regulating interchange fees for all major UK ATM
networks, doing so should ensure that all major networks have interchange fees
that promote widespread geographic access to cash via FTU ATMs

Q3: What incentives and impacts do the existing LINK interchange fee arrangements as
described in this paper (including in Annex 2) have?
30.

Which? strongly agrees with the PSR’s statement that predictability of future
charges is likely to be important in designing incentives to appropriately promote
future investment and innovation from both the LINK ATM network and for other
networks that allow consumers to access cash free of charge.

5

Article 11 (“Steering rules”) of REGULATION (EU) 2015/751 (the EU “Interchange Fee Regulation”),
which applies to all “card-based payment transactions” within the EU, including cash withdrawals at
ATMs.
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31.

LINK’s pre-2018 approach to setting interchange fees was successful in providing
transparency, predictability, and objectivity of the interchange fee setting process.
The 2000 Cruickshank Review and 2001 OFT Decision on LINK’s interchange fee
specifically recommended and approved LINK’s interchange fee approach on the
basis that such a mechanism would promote investment and innovation.

32.

In contrast, LINK’s hasty interchange fee consultation and changes in 2018 moved
away from transparent, objective, and predictable interchange fees, thereby
undermining any future investment and innovation. Conversations with various
industry stakeholders have increased our concerns about the likelihood of new
investment in the UK’s cash infrastructure, as they understandably fear the
prospect of future interchange fee cuts - absent regulatory or policy intervention which could undermine any investments made by firms in the next few years.

33.

While we recognise that LINK’s previous interchange fee setting approach was not
perfect and is likely to have led to over-promotion of ATMs in certain locations and
under-promotion in others, the new approach has led to the widespread closure of
many FTU ATMs in a short space of time. This has made more urgent the need for
the PSR make sure that LINK and other major UK ATM networks have the
appropriate incentives to protect FTU ATMs in a manner that ensures consumers
maintain access to a good choice of payments.

Q4: What structure of interchange fees would have appropriate incentive effects going
forward?
34.

This will need to be subject to full analysis and evidence, but at minimum must
comprise transparency, objectivity, and associated predictability, in order to
re-establish incentives for future investment and innovations. The structure must,
as stated above, apply to all major ATM networks operating in the UK market.

35.

It is vital that the PSR recognises that there are significant economies of density in
the distribution of ATMs, owing to costs associated with cash delivery and ATM
maintenance costs, hence the overall distribution of ATMs will inevitably depend on
the overall structure and level of interchange fees, rather than just the interchange
fee for any specific ATM. This is why the changes in interchange fees for specific
locations, such as LINK’s various recent initiatives to protect certain ATMs, have
had little effect.

36.

The structure of such interchange fees should depend on independent objective
criteria necessary for supporting widespread geographic access to cash, including
among other things:
a. Geographic
characteristics,
such as urban/suburban/rural/remote
designation, population density, or socio-economic measures, in order to
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create incentives for access to cash in certain types of location over others,
especially in remote or low income areas where a much greater incentive is
needed to ensure sufficient access to free-to-use ATMs.
b. Availability of cash access, for example, as a percentage of time available
(i.e. non-down time) or by time of day, in order to create incentives for
maximum access to cash availability, thereby reducing the likelihood of
ATMs from running out of cash, of encouraging prompt repair of faults, and
of supporting locations that offer longer opening times (e.g.
through-the-wall ATMs). This is consistent with the PSR’s observation that
consumers care not just about the existence of an ATM but the existence of
an ATM which is able to dispense cash for the vast majority of the time.
37.

The structure of interchange fees should not depend on endogenous, discretionary,
or other non-transparent factors, such as the proximity of the nearest other ATM or
bank branch. Using such criteria will result in an ATM funding structure that lacks
the predictability necessary for sustained investment and innovation.

About Which?
Which? is the largest consumer organisation in the UK with more than 1.3 million members
and supporters. We operate as an independent, apolitical, social enterprise working for all
consumers. We are funded solely by our commercial ventures and receive no government
money, public donations, or other fundraising income. Which?’s mission is to make
individuals as powerful as the organisations they have to deal with in their daily lives, by
empowering them to make informed decisions and by campaigning to make people’s lives
fairer, simpler and safer.
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